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SELECTMEN "S REPORT
We believe better communications tend to improve and
develop better community relations. With this factor in
mind your Selectmen will continue the open door policy
and attempt to meet with residents and property owners
alike and discuss with them any and all problems relating
to the Town of Stoddard, Better communications is one of
our prime goals based on mutual respect and responsibility.
As was noted in last years report our Tax Map has
been completed and the sum of $500.00 was allocated for
its maintenance. Inasmuch as David Crockett is no longer
available for this work, Allen Plumb, of Marlow, has agreed
to continue the up-dating of this very important instru-
ment of assessing property.
With the ever increasing number of people attending
town meetings and other gatherings, the necessity for a
greater seating capacity has been some what alleviated
by the purchase of 50 new folding chairs.
In order to emphasize the devotion required in a
volunteer fire department. Senator Clesson Blaisdell, on
17 July 1976, dedicated the new fire station with a well
presented oration. This event was followed by a well
attended chicken barbecue.
On the 4th of July, your Selectmen not only raised
the American Flag, at the crack of dawn, but rang the bell
in the Town Hall, 200 times to commemorate our 200th
birthday.
The attention of all property owners in Stoddard is
called to the fact that their inventory of taxable prop-
erty must be returned to the Selectmen as required by
Public Statute, Chapter 57, Sections 8,9, and 15. The
State Board of Taxation insists that the assessors strictly
enforce this law. AVOID FOUR FOLD DOOMAGE
=
On May 17 the Town Hall was the scene of apresentation
of the American Revolution Bicentennial Flag to the town
along with the official Bicentennial Certificate. The
presentations were made by Dr. J. Duane Squires of New
London, chairman of the N.H. American Bicentennial Com-
mission and vice president of the American Revolution
Bicentennial Board. Accepting these symbols for the town
was Robert C. Rumrill, chairman of the Board of Selectmen,
(From new insert in town history book.)
The National Flood Insurance Program which the Town
of Stoddard voted to participate in at last years town
meeting, has encountered innumeral problems. After many
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meetings, letters and telephone conversations, several
meetings with Congressman James C. Cleveland and H.U.D.
it appears that Stoddard" s so-called flood prone areas
are not flood-prone after all. We are about to receive
our sixth flood-zone map which will show only a few
swampy areas as possible flood areas e It would be im-
possible to build any type of housing in these areas.
The acceptance of the flood insurance plan for Stoddard,
which is not needed, is not in the better interest of
our Town. Upon receipt of the final map it is suggested
that the residents of Stoddard withdraw last years article
accepting the concept of the National Flood Insurance
Program.
In order to inform the residents and property owners
of Stoddard of the effort being made by your Selectmen
to continue with our maximum effort to get the most out
of every tax dollar, we submit the following which is
indicative of our effort.
Town Hall Meetings 64 times 285 Hours
Assessed Property 22 times 87 Hours
Visits with other towns 11 times 87 Hours
Dog Census 2 times 10 Hours
Total 99 times 438 Hours







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 1:00 P.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the
County of Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in
Town Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in
said Stoddard on Tuesday, the eighth day of March, next
at one of the clock in the afternoon, to act upon
Article 1:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
raise st3Ch sxxras of inoney as may
n charges for the ensu±nar'v?^t^^'3-nd m^ei^_ ""*
*f-of the same. ?».-^' - -...=!«»,.„ ^,^,
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in
said Stoddard on Tuesday, the fifteenth day of March, at
7:30 of the clock in the afternoon to act upon Articles
2 through Article 29.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary
to defray town charges for ensuing year and make appropr-
iations of the sameo
3. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the Highways and Bridges for the
ensuing year.
4. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for Snow Removal for the ensuing
year.
5. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the general expenses of the
Highway Department for the ensuing yearo
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the s\im of Three Hundred Thirty-Five Dollars
and Twenty-Two Cents ($335o22) for T.R„A. so called.
7. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the maintenance of public
landings.
8. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the maintenance of the Fire
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Department for the ensuing year.
9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize with-
drawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act for use
as a setoff against the following debt service of 1974
Fire House note in the amount of Four Thousand Eight
Hundred Forty-Nine Dollars and Thirteen Cents ($4,849.13).
10. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the maintenance of the Police
Department for the ensuing year.
11. To. see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Thirty-Eight Dollars
($2 38.00) in support of the operating costs of the
Cheshire Hospital for the year 1977.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Hundred Sixty Dollars ($160.00)
for the support of the Monadnock Region Association,
13. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for street lights for the ensuing
year.
14. To see what sum of money the Town will vot to
raise and appropriate for the maintenance of the Public
Library.
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of Taxes.
16. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the Town Dump.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Hundred Sixty-Three Dollars
($163.00) to support the services of the Community Health
Clinic of the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Seven Dollars and
Sixty Cents ($207.60) as its fair share of the operating
costs of the North Cheshire County Home Health Service.
19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to hire one competent person to update the Town
Tax Map, and to raise the sum of Five Hundred Dollars
($500.00 for this purpose.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Thirty-Four Dollars
and Sixty Cents ($234o60) as the Town^s share for the
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studies and operation of the Southwestern New Hampshire
Regional Planning Commission,
21, To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
Three Hundred Forty-Seven Dollars ($347,00) for the control
of White Pine Blister Rust,
22 o To see if the Town will vote to accept the fol-
lowing bequests as Trust Funds for cemetery care:
Charles L. Peirce Fund $500,00
John & Leona Duffy 52,01
Nellie J, Stewart 200,00
Lane Lot 150.00
23. To see if the Town will vote to place any be-
qxiests, as Trust Funds, for cemetary usage, accepted
from this time forward into the so-called Common Fund
held by the Trustees of Trust Funds, unless said bequests
are otherwise specified,
24. To see if the Town will vote to specify that
all cemetary Trust Funds held by the Trustees of Trust
Funds be used solely for cemetary expenses,
25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
use of "Auto Dump Stickers" by Stoddard taxpayers only.
Effective date will be 1 June, 1977. Stickers to be
issued by the Town Clerk at no cost.
26. To see if the Town will vote to restrict
building lot size to a minimum of one acre.
27. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue and
make subject to gates and bars, the highway described as
follows: The Old Sullivan Road from the westerly bound-
ary of land owned by Clinton D, and Laura Fletcher to the
former Perley Swett house, as provided in R,S,A, 238:2.
The gates and bars to be maintained by the Town.,
28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to appoint a committee to study uses of the Old
Fire House, these to include the possible use of this
facility as office space for Town Officers. This committee
will report to the 1978 Town Meeting.
29. To see if the Town will vote to recind the votes
taken on Articles One and Two at the special Town Meeting
held on May the sixth of 1975.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-first
day of February, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and seventy seven.















Less: Current land use 195,551.00 $ 5,813,460.00
Buildings 5,5 35,475.00
House Trailers (22) 46,780.00
Boats (14) 4,460.00
Electric Plants 160,300.00
Tennis Courts (2) 20,000.00
Pools (2) 7,700.00
Well (1) 1,000.00
Total Valuation on which Tax Rate is based $11,589,175.00
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue
for the Ensuing Year





Previous Previous Fis. Yr.
Fis.Yr. Fis.Yr. (1977-78)
From State:
Interest & Dividends Tax $ SOOOoOO $ 3338.39 $ 3300.00
Savings Bank Tax 700.00 826.01 800.00
Meals & Rooms Tax 2100.00 2297.61 2200.00
Highway Subsidy (CI. IV & IV) 4400 o 00 4358.36 4400.00




Bus. Lie, Permits & Filing Fees 30.00
Mo V. Permit Fees
Into on Taxes & Deposits
W/drawal Capital Res. Funds
National Bank Stock Taxes
Resident Taxes Retained
Normal Yield Taxes Assessed


























Total Revenues from all Sources
Except Property Taxes $28746.47 $65371.04 $29034.13


















Town Hall & other Town Bldgs. *1400.00












Damages & Legal Expense
Civil Defense
Health Department:
Incl. Hospitals & Ambulance 650.00
Vital Statistics * 15.00
Town Dump & Garbage Removal 3500,00
Highways & Bridges
:
Town Maint. -Summer & Winter 18000.00
Street Lighting 1200.00
Gen. Exp. of Highway Dept. 3500.00












































Adv. & Regional Assoc.
Debt Service
:
Princ.&Long Term Notes & Bonds
Int. -Long Term Notes & Bonds
Interest on Temp. Loans
Capital Outlay:
Tax Map Update

































TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $68872.00 $74120.65 $70627.22
*Items are included in Town Charges and Total $20595.00
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1976 STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
AND TAXES ASSESSED AND TAX RATE
Town Charges:
(Inculdes the following)
Town Officer's salaries $4,987.00
Town Officer's expenses 5,320.00
Election and Registration expenses 800.00
Town Hall & Other Town Bldgs. 1,400.00
Insurance 1,600.00
Damage and Legal expense 400.00
Vital Statistics 15.00
Old Age Assistance 1,000.00
Patriotic Purposes 40.00 $ 15,562.00
Town Road Maintenance-Summer and Winter 18,000.00
General Expenses of Highway Department 3,500.00
Town Road Aid 337.00






Payments to Capital Reserve Fund 8,116.00
Interest on long term notes and bonds 1,658.00
Principal - long term notes 9,600.00
Street Lights 1,200.00
Planning and Zoning 150,00
Advertising and Regional Associations 235.00
Tax Map Update 500.00
Road sealing 5,000.00
Fire Truck 42,900.00
Capital Reserve Fire Truck (Revsh) 8.116.00
$119,539.00
Less Estimated Revenues and Credits:
Interest and Dividends Tax $ 3,338.00
Savings Bank Tax 826.00
Meals and Rooms Tax 2,140.00
Reimbursement a/c State/Forest Lands 2.00
Revenue from Yield Taxes 2,126.00
Interest on Taxes 300.00
Bus. Licneses, Permits & Filing Fees 30.00
Dog Licenses 200.00
Motor Vehicle Permits 5,000.00
Surplus Cash 3,450.00
Resident Taxes 2,410.00




Withdrawal from Reserve Fund (FT) 29,400.00
Total Revenues and Credits $ 75,396.00
Net School Appropriation 100,540.26
County Tax Assessment 36 , 163.48
Amount to be Raised $180,846.74
Less: Reimb. Business and Profits Tax 781. 00
Sub-Total $180,065.74
Overlay 3,061.06
War Service Tax Credits 2,300.00
Sub-Total $185,426.80
Less: War Service Credits 2, 300.00
Amount to be raised $183,126.80
Yield Taxes 2,126„00
Resident Taxes 2,410.00
Net Amount to be raised by Taxes $187,662.80
Gross Resident Taxes $ 35,052.13
Less Exemptions 2 , 225.40
Net Resident Taxes 32,826.73
Non-Resident Taxes 150,534.69
Total Property Tax $183,361.42
Tax Rate $1.60 per $100.00
Town .41





For the Fiscal Year Ended
December 31, 1976
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in
this report was taken from official records and is com-













(from tax sale on account of)
Levy of 1975 $616.30





Levy of 1976, incl. Resident Taxes $ 19.590.00
Total 19.590.00
TOTAL ASSETS $90,043.90
Current Surplus, December 31, 1975 18,420.16
Current Surplus, December 31, 1976 82.276.44




Accounts Owed by the Town:
Unexpended Balances of Special
Appropriations
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds
Due to State: 2% Bond & Debt
Retirement Taxes. Collected
—
not remitted to State Treasurer
Yield Tax Deposits















From Local Taxes : (Coll" d &
Remit "d to Treasurer:
Property Taxes-Current Yro 1976 $159,995.82
Resident Taxes-Current Yr. 1976 2,330.00
Yield Taxes-Current Yr. 1976 1,775.58
Total Current Yearns Taxes Col"d & Remit"d $164,101.40
Property Taxes & Yield Taxes-Prev. Years 13,487.10
Resident Taxes-Previous Years 374.00
Interest received on Delinquent Taxes 444.61
Penalties: Resident Taxes 19.00
Tax Sales redeemed 1,277.11
From State:
For Town Road Aid
Highway Subsidy
Interest and dividends tax
Savings Bank Tax
Meals and Rooms Tax
Reim./a.c. Business Profits Tax










From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses and Penalties
Bus. Licenses, permits and filing fees
Rent of town property
Motor vehicle permits (1975-$2404. 22
)
(1976-$7544.00)







Receipts Other than Current Revenue
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes$ 40,000.00
Proceeds of Long Term Notes 12,600.00
Refun;ds 86.73
Wdrawals from Cap. Res. Funds 30,509.13
Yield Tax Security Deposits 800.00
Grants from UoS.A.
Revenue Sharing 7,832.39
Int. on Investments of Revenue
Sharing Funds 284.08
Law Enforcement Assistance Act 1,205.00
All Other Receipts
Tax Sales Cost 141.60
Capital Tax Fund 12.50
Total Receipts Other than Current Revenue $ 93.471.43
Total Receipts from All Sources $297,352.61






Town officers" salaries $ 5,146.85
Town officers" expenses 6,314o22
Election & registration expenses 1,061.49
Expenses town hall & other town
buildings 1,701.75
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police department 2,835.61
Fire department, inc. forest fires 3,655.12




hospitals & ambulance 608.60
Vital statistics 5.00










Old age assistance 642.25
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day, Veteran °s Assoc,




Damages and legal expenses
Advertising & Regional Assoc.
Taxes bought by town
Discounts, Abatements and refunds
All Other Current Maintenance Exp.
Bounty $21.00
Yield Tax Top. Assess o 8G0>00
Total Current Maintenance Expenses
Debt Service:
Interest on Debt:
Paid on tax anticipation notes
Paid on long term notes
Total Interest Payments
Principal of Debt:
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes
Payments on long term notes
Total Principal Payments
Capital Outlay:
Highways and Bridges-Town const.
New equipment-Fire Truck
Payments to capital reserve funds




Taxes paid to County




















Total Payments to Other Governmental Div.
Total Payments for All Purposes











SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Long Term Notes Outstanding
Keene Nafl Bank (5 yr. note) $ 2,786.46
Fire House Note 22,000o00
Fire Truck Note 12.600oOO
Total Long Term Notes Outstanding $37,386,46
Total Long Term Indebtedness $37, 386 o 46
RECONCILATION OF OUTSTANDING
LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Outstanding Long Term Debt
—
December 31, 1975, June 30, 1976 $37,386.46
New Debt Created During Fiscal Year;
Long Term Notes Issued $12,600.00
Total New Debt Created $12.600.00
Total Long Term Debts $46,986.46
Debt Retirement During Fiscal Year:
Long Term Notes Paid $9,600.00
Total Debt Retirement $9.600.00
Outstanding Long Term Debt
December 31, 1976, June 30, 1977 $37,386.46
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department, Equipment
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment




Schools, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Lots 76-77-93 P2s HLS
Lots 279-280 P6S HLS
Lots 502-503 P7S HLS























REPORT OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Winter
Donald J. Curry, wages $2,064.00
David Vaillancourt , wages 2,268.00
John Lightbody Jr., wages 1,160.00
Daniel Eaton 45.00
Total Wages $ 5,537.00
Other Disbursements:
Harris Construction Co., sand $ 97.97
John L. Lightbody Jr., plowing snow 210.00
Town of Sullivan, plowing snow 180.00
Town of Nelson, plowing snow 60.00
Rick Canfield, plowing snow 105.00
Taylor Rental, rent of steamer 7.40
Metra Chemical Corp., supplies 485.73
J.H. Burroughs Trucking Inc.
,
screening sand 716.00
Blaisdell°s Store, gasoline 70.32
Eaton "s General Store, gasoline 498. 05
Total $ 2.430.47
Total Expenditures $ 7,967.47
Summer
Donald J. Curry, wages $2,488.00
David Vaillancourt, wages 1 ,892. 00
Total Wages $ 4,380.00
Other Disbursements:
Frank W. Whitcomb Const. Corp.
cold patch $3,993.27
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, chloride 365.60
Northeastern Culverts Corp. , culverts 337.44
Donald J. Curry, loader hire 420.00
John H. Burroughs, Inc. crush gravel 1,259.00
Blaisdell's Store, gasoline 95.40




Lake Asphalt & Pet. Co., rd sealing $2,429.43
E.A. Adams Cons. Co., sand /sealing rd 195.00
J.H. Burroughs Trucking Co. , sand 600.00
Total $ 3,224.43
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REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
Dogs Licensed







































































































M F Spayed Penalty Date Amount
Owner M F Spayed Penalty Date Amount
Lewis Clark 1 1.00 12-31 2.00
Dale Carlisle 11 1 3.00 12-31 9.00
Amount Received:







1976 Filing Permits $ 14o00
1976 Dog Licenses 228o60
1976 Dog License Penalties 12o00
1975 Auto Permits 238.72




1976 Uncollected Property Taxes
Resident
Adams, Jay H, & Lanson, Dexter $ 42.88
Atkinson, Landis W. 166.08
Bourn, Frances R. & Reginald L. 108.80
Bugbee, Leon R. & Mastrianni, Dominic 176.60
Carlisle, Arnold Ho & Pauline G^ 214.40
DeMatteo, Stephen D. Sr. & Helen 296.00
Duffy, Debbie & Jeffrey 12o48
Doe, Richard 20. 8G
Fletcher, Clinton D. & Laura S. 120.00
Gebhardt, Walter A. & Florence M. 244.80
Holland, Donald & Priscilla 170.72
Hopkins, Clyde H. & Madeline S. 875.20
Keronen, Raynold & Geraldine* 97.20
Lightbody, John L. Jr. & Karen 242.08
Marty, Charlotte R. 384.00
Matthews, William R. Ill & Dawn F. 247.60
Miner, Daryl 48.00
Morris, Ruth 118.00
Murphy, Edward J. Jr. & Bergin, Robert 228.00
0" Sullivan, Joseph W. & Teresa A. * 211.20
Thomas, Mrs. Gertrude B. 320.00
$ 4,344.84
Non-Resident
Anderson, Eric E. $ 109.92
Baldwin, Edwin H. 32.00
Ballou, Donald W. 128.64
Barile, Raymond & Carolyn J. 64.00
Batchelder, Earl M. Estate 2,407.68
Bates, James Lo & Elizabeth A. 32o00
Beebee, Grace R. 41o60
Behrens, John W. & Joan A. 64.00
Bender, Alice W. & Wood, Daniel A. 32.00
Bergeron, Leo J. & Lillian Z. 134.40
Blomberg, Raoul Bruce 115.20
Borland, Joseph P. & Gae 144.00
Bottino, Ronald 81.60
Boudrieau, Peter Ao & Hazel E. 9.60
Buchan, T. Edward & Kurpeski, L»Ann * 16 3.20
Cahill, Willard & Frances 124.80
Campbell, Earl D. 64.00
Cangialosi, Settina & Mary P. 32.00
Castor, Kenneth 15 3.60
CeCe, Robert 256.00
Chapin, R. Daniel & Diana A. 32.00
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Chaves, Donald & Richard & Costa, Herman 51.20
Clifford, Mary T. 9.60
Clifford, Timothy M. 9.60
Cohen, David R. & Engelbretson, Joan * 192 o 00
Colonial Coastal Corporation 88.00
Collier, Frank & Rita 115.20
Congreve, William III 480.00
Cook, Johy W. & Vera M. 246.66
Coraito, Arthur D. & Mary Ann * 99.20
Corriveau, Ernest C. & Martha B. 139.20
Cutting, Bruce C. & Barbara K. 144.00
Davis, Ella M. (Miller) 9.60
Davis, Michael C. * 48.00
Dawson, Marjorie A. 96.00
DeChellis, Edward & Judith 32^00
Doe, Claude 91o52
Driscoll, Timothy F. & Irene L. 136.32
Fadden, Richard 100.80
Fairfield, Alfred C. & Louise R. 63.84
Farrell, George & Ena 172 o 04
Feldon, Kenneth & Joyce 19.20
Fidaleo, Michael * 9.60
Fitzpatrick, Joseph J. 9o60
Fontaine, Ophelia * 15 3 o 60
Freeman, Everett Co. 19.20
Garnett, Otis & R.L. 19.20
Gibbs, Kenneth & Mona M. 116.80
Gilchrist, Charles Fo 28^80
Girousrd, Lawrence Jro & Claire Ao * 96.00
Goodale, Robert Co & Sally A. 162.24
Griffon, Robert & Elizabeth * 115^20
Hahn, Charles Jr. 614.40
Hale, Robert P. & Lorraine D. 140 « 80
Hansen, Jean M. 48.00
Harrison, Smith B. 148.80
Hills, Walter C. Estate* 374.40
Hilton & 0"Hara 19.20
Howell, James C. * 19.20
Howes, Philip 96.00
Jaser, Dolores P. 57.60
Jaser, Jasper J. 2 35.20
Jennison, Madalyn 5 7.94
Johnson, Donald Ro & Joan To 28.80
Johnson, Lt. Mark R. & Patricia A. 13.60
Johnson, Lester M. Heirs 12o00
Jones, Go T. & B. To 136.80
Kapsinow, Irving Mo 9.60
Kent, Charles 58.08
King, William A. & Rosemary L. 32.00
Knode, Oliver M. Ill 60.96
LaClair, Alice & Clayton H. 128o00
Lajoie, Bernard Jo & Angela * 259.20
Lehrman, Henry Jo & Mary Ro 92ol6
Leinweber, Richard & Maureen * 32o00
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Leonard, Edward E. & Eleanor M. 111.36
Lowe, Margaret E. 32.00
Lyman, W.H. 129o60
MacAllister, Philip C. & Patricia Ao 32o00
MacDonald, George Lo & Sandra 28.80
Mahoney, Mrs. John * 19.20
May, Ruth A. * 32„00
Merriwoode Village Inc. 2, 329 o 60
Meyer, Michael F. & Mary Mo 148.80
Moore, James C. 28.80
Morton, Robert & Marion 176.64
Murdough, Art Go & Donna L. 227.20
Murdough, E.F. & R.A. 48.00
Murray, Gerald F. & C. 96.00
Nault, Leo Et als. 80.00
Neill, Howard O. 32.00
0»Neil, Anthony J. & Mary V. 28.80
Ormond, Jeremiah J. & Bridget C. 124.80
Parker, James E, 121.76
Perham, Andrew J. 68.80
Perron, Robert F. & Suzanne 115.20
Phillips, William D. & Cathy * 226.56
Prentiss, Clark R. 31.68
Prunier, Kathleen P. 201.60
Quinn"s Gaslight Village 180.80
Rafter, Rosemary 602.40
Reilly, James K. * 28.80
Renzi, Julio R. & Jeanne C. 32.00
Rhoades, Hollis G. 66.56
Roberts, Peter & Mary C. * 19.20
Robillard, Emilien, & Doris * 32o00
Roentsch, E. George & Myrtis Rae 179^36
Rose, James Mo & Claire L. 105 o 60
Rumrill, Robert Rodney 21o60
Salas, Heriberto & Tomana 32o00
Schillemat, Edward R. Jro & Harriet Ao 48.00
Silveria, Herbert & Elsie F. 9<,60
Singer, Robert E. * 9o60
Sisk, Michael Do & Virginia A. 24^00
Smith, Wilfred A. 19,20
Snyder, J.I. & Gladys * 124.80
Spooner, George & Geraldine 72,00
Stearns, Mazel D. & Prunier, Kathleen P. * 28,80
Stevens, George Estate 8.64
Stoddard Building Supply Corp. 960.00
Swanson, Carl G. * 244.48
Shurtleff, David 172.80
Todd, Richard J. * 16.00
Trainor, Robert J. & Thelma A. 76.80
Treeland, Inc. 38.40
Tuepher, Mitchell R. & Barbara J. 32o00
Turner, Charles B. & Carol E. 28.80
Turner, Michael L. & Solviege * 32.00
Vezina, Roger L. & Marie L. 64.00
28
Wainwright, Edward S. 28.80
Ward, Charles E. Jro & No Theresa 142 „ 08
Warne, William E. & Barbara 28.80
Wasel, Robert & Joan 9.60
Weems & Mack 300.80
Weiswasser, Robert & Lois 139.20
Wells, David E. & Madeline E. 57.60
Whitney, Donald A. Sr. & Jr. 460.80
Whitney, HoE. Jr. & M.A. * 32.00
Woodbury, John H. Ill & Marion * 134.40
Worth, John W. & Jo Ann 130 o 56
Wyman, Douglas P. * 67.20
Young, Grover G. & Joyce Eo 114.72
*Paid since January 1, 1977 $19,420.00
This is to certify that the list showing the name and
amount due from each delinquent taxpayer, as of December
31, 1976, on account of the tax levy of 1976, is correct
to the best of my knowledge and beliefs
Helen B. McClure
Tax Collector
1976 Uncollected Resident Taxes
Bourassa, Lucille $10.00 Mackey, Richard $10.00
Bourassa, Joseph 10.00 Paqxiette, Robert 10,00
Bugbee, Leon R. 10.00 Read, Jon 10.00
Burden, Elaine 10.00 Richer, Myra 10.00
CeCe, Elizabeth 10.00 Starkweather ,HarrisonlO. 00
Duffy, Debbie 10.00 Weaver, Judith 10.00
Ernst, Tim 10.00 Weaver, Richard 10.00
Fletcher, Clinton 10.00 Williams, Rodney lOoOO
Joslin, Deanna 10.00
This is to certify that the list showing the name and
amount due from each delinquent taxpayer as of December
31, 1976, on account of the tax levy of 1976, is correct
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Helen B. McClure
Tax Collector
1975 Uncollected Resident Taxes
Burden, Elaine $10.00 Duffy, Debbie $10.00
1976 Uncollected Yield Taxes
Controlled Forest Management $494.18
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TOWN OF STODDARD
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS AS OF
December 31, 1976
Unredeemed Taxes from Tax Sales
On account of Levy of 1975
Holmes, Alma Heirs $ 12.85
Miller, William Jo & Joyce 56.00
Tuepher, Mitchell R. & Barbara J. 28.00
Miner, Daryl 52.77
Bender, Alice & D. Wood 37.93
Bergeron, Leo J. & Lillian Z 132.93
Campbell, Earl 67.61
Clifford, Mary 17.13
Densmore, Charles R. & Nora M. 26.07
Bouret, Eulis & Stella 79.47
Salas, Heriberto & Tomana 37.93
Vezina, Roger L. & Maria L. 67.61
$616.30
Unredeemed Taxes from Tax Sales
On account of Levy of 1974
Holmes, Alma Heirs $ 20.85
Miller, William Jo & Joyce 65.69
Tuepher, Mitchell R. & Barbara J. 36.77
$123.31
Unredeemed Taxes from Tax Sales
On account of Levy of 197 3
Miner, Daryl $44.83

















PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YEILD TAXES
LEVY OF 1976
-DR.-


















Penalties on Resident Taxes 19.00




Uncollected Taxes-December 31, 19 76:








PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1975
-DR.-






Property Taxes $40.00 40.00
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Interest Colled on Delinquent Property Taxes 443.85
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes 34,00
TOTAL DEBITS $14,842.33
-CR.-
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1976:
Property Taxes $13,487.10
Resident Taxes 340.00
Interest Collected During Year 443.85
Penalties on Resident Taxes 34.00 $14,304o95





Uncollected Taxes - December 31. 1976:
Resident Taxes $ 20.00 20.00
TOTAL CREDITS $14,842.33
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1976
-DR.-
Tax Sales on Account of Levies of:
1967
1975 1974 1973 1971
(a) Balance of Unredeemed
Taxes of Jan. 1,1976 $ $308.50 $107.86 $29.18
Sold to Individuals 738.67
(b) Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Yr. 12 74.94
Tax Sale Costs 141.60
Interest Coll"d after sale 11.55
Redemption Costs 7. 75
TOTAL DEBITS $2174.51 $308.50 $107.86
-CR.-
Remittances to Treasurer $1257.81
During Year: Tax Sale Costsl41.60
Redemptions 139.50 $185.19 $ 63.03 $11.72
Into & Costs after
sale 19.30
Unredeemed Taxes-
December 31, 19 76 616.30 123.31 44.83 17.46




"Balance of Unredeemed Taxes - January 1, 1976: "
Should include balances of Unredeemed Taxes, as of
beginning of fiscal year - January 1, 1976 from Tax
Sales of Previous Years,
(b) "Taxes Sold to Town During Current Fiscal Year: "
Tax Sales held during fiscal year ending December 31,
1976, should include total amount of taxes, interest
and costs to date of sale.
NOTE: TOTAL DEBITS AND TOTAL CREDITS should agree.
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REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
(Detailed Statement of Receipts)
From Local Sourses
:
Helen Bo McClure, Collector:
1975 Property Tax
1975 Resident Tax
Interest on 1975 Taxes




















Interest and Dividends Tax










International Association of Assessing
Officials; Returned Check #13674 35,00
Ashuelot National Bank: Capitol
Stock Tax 12.50 84,061.36
Total Cash Received $289,236.14
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1976 62.878.00
$352,114.14
Special Tax Account
Deposited in the Keene National Bank
Tri-State Timberland $ 1,170.00
McNutt Brothers 100.00
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund
Deposited in the Keene National Bank
Federal Government (1972) $2,045.00
Federal Government (1973) 6,803.00
Federal Government (1974) 7,058.00
Federal Government (1975) 6,265.00
Federal Government (1976) 6.123.00 $ 28,294.00
Keene Savings Bank - Interest 1,129.24
$29,423.24
Withdrawn as per vote of 1973
Town Meeting $3,900.00
Withdrawn as per vote of 1974
Town Meeting 5,184.00
Withdrawn as per vote of 1975
Town Meeting 7,373.18
Withdrawn as per vote of 1976
Town Meeting 8,116.47
$ 24.575.11
Total in Bank December 31, 1976 $ 4,849.13
Capital Reserve Fund
Established in 1972
Deposited in 1972 $2,000.00
Deposited in 1973 2,000.00
Deposited in 1974 5,184.46
Deposited in 1975 11,373.18
Deposited in 1976 8.116.47 $28,674oll
Interest from Keene Savings Bank 2 .518.02
$31,192.13
Withdrawn to purchase spreader (1975) 683.00
Withdrawn to purchase Fire Truck (19 76) 30.509.13
$31,192.13
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Town Officer "s Salaries:
A. Virginia Harmon, auditor $ 75.00
Florence LaF argue, auditor 75.00
Leo J. Wallace, moderator 173.00
Robert C. Rumrill, selectman-Chmn 800.00
Emile J. Vaillancourt , selectman 750.00
Earle F. Wesson, selectman-clerk 850.00
Mary M. Lane, clerk 300.00
Mary M. Lane, treasurer 300.00
Helen B. McClure, collector 1,823.85 $ 5,146.85
Town Officer "s Expenses:
Emile Vaillancourt, soil maps $ 74.16
N.H. Assoc, of Assessing Officials,
dues & meeting registration 65.00
N.H. City & Town Clerks Assoc, dues 10.00
Evelyn Hubal, Register of Deeds,
transfers & tax releases 104.14
Mary Lou Eaton, postage 450.77
N.E. Telephone, office phone 383.00
Mary M. Lane, issuing auto permits 542.60
Public Service Co. of N.H. 3.00
Chase's Office Products, supplies 26.07
G.H. Tilden, Inc., supplies 22.29
Sears Roebuck & Co., Town Hall chairs 410.50
Mary M. Lane, attending Swanzey Tax
Meeting, annual Town & City Clerks
Meeting and workshop 143.30
Helen B. McClure, attending Swanzey
Tax Meeting, annual Tax Collectors
Meeting and workshop 171,90
Sentinel Printing Co., town reports 860.00
Internafl Assoc, of Assessing
officials, dues 35.00
Earle F. Wesson file updating 89„00
John C. Calhoun, copy of map 7.50
N.H, Municipal Assoc, dues, law&
road lectures 225.00
Melody Shop, loud speakers 30,5
N.H. Collectors Assoc, dues 10.00
N.H. Assoc, of Conservation Comm. , dues 20.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, supplies 305.90
Homestead Press, tax bills & supplies 62.98
N.H. Municipal Assoc, selectmen's
handbook 20.00
Barrett & Neal Typewriter Co., repairs 18.50
Keene Publishing Corp. , Revenue sharing
announcement & notices 59.78
Smith, Batchelder & Rugg, accounting 375.00
Wheeler & Clark, dog tags 13.08
Treasurer, State of N.H. , equipment 58,50
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Alan Kendall "s Office Supply Inc.,
file cabinet 243.11
D. Reed Chaplin, mortgage tax list 11.38
Lena Vaillancourt , supplies & voting
booth curtains 36.98
Everett Richer, paint & labor on
voting booths 6 3.00
S.W.N.H. Reg. Planning Commission,
annual meeting 30.00
Treasurer, State of N.H., boat invent. 33.12
City of Keene, prints 36.72
Branham Publishing Co., supplies 12.85
Robert Rumrill, attending Swanzey Tax
Meeting, N.H. Assessors Meeting,
Municipal Meeting, mileage & supplies 338.10
Earle F. Wesson, attending N.E. Assessors
Meeting, workshop, mileage & supplies 20 3.64
Emile Vaillancourt, attending N.E. Assessors
Meeting, Minicipal Reg. Meeting
and workshop 158.55
Helen B. McClure, Tax Sale expense,
clerical work & typing records 549. 30 $ 6,314.2 2
Election and Registration Expenses:
Keene Publishing Corp., checklists, $ 63.13
election notices and advertisements
Sentinel Printing Co., checklists 60,50
Frances Rumrill, Ballot clerk 80.00
Shirley Anderson, ballot clerk 80.00
Lena Vaillancourt, ballot clerk 60.00
Wayne Fuller, supervisor check list &
Supervisor meeting 161.45
Rick Canfield, supervisor check list 67.50
Wallace R. Weaver, S' visor check list 127.50
Candlelight Press, ballots 58.65
Joseph Sarcione, S "visor checklist 60.00
Emile^s polling booths 236.76
Mary M, Lane, postage for absentee
ballots 6.00 $ 1,061.49
Town Hall &. Other Town Buildings
:
Public Service Co. of N.H. , lights $ 223.63
Emile' s, repairs 102.89
Frances Rumrill, care of Town Hall 55.94
Elm City Oil Co., Inc., heating oil 682.14
Robert Rumrill, supplies 2.86
Stoddard Rubbish Co., rubbish removal 18.00
Alan Rumrill, lawn work 73.50
Cravey of Troy Pest Control, Pest
control 45.00
Rebecca Rumrill, janitor work 10.00
Lena Vaillancourt, cleaning Town Hall 17.50
Walter Read, repairs & painting 444.29
Eaton "s Store, gas & bulbs 1.00
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Max Cohen, tuning piano 25.00 $ 1,701.75
Police Department:
Eaton^s Store, gas & supplies $ 153.11
R & R Communications, Inc., repairs 115.25
Granite State Stamps Inc. , badge 18.46
Motorola Communications & Electronics
Inc. , radio 1,379.00
Richard A. Sherburne, Inc., supplies 64.95
HEW Communications Inc. , repairs &
parts 13. 35
Morey's, supplies 101.12
Monadnock Lifetime Products, Inc.,
Police School 49.50
Michael Eaton, attending Police School 72.00
Treasurer State of N.H. , siren repairs 20.06
Roussell^s of Keene, police shirt 14.46
Andrew P. Smith, animal officer exp. 16.00
Charles Eaton, constable salary 270.00
Wheeler Engineering COo , Inc., repairs 249.00
Kenneth Balch, police officer wages 48.00
Michael Eaton, police officer wages 134.25
Earl Rockwell, police officer wages 117.10 $ 2,835.61
Fire Department:




Daniel Eaton, wax 13.00
Blaisdell^s Store, gasoline 159.86
S & J Auto Parts, Inc.
,
parts 105.60
Wayne Fuller, care of fire station 88.49
N.H. Fire & Safety Equip. Co., supplies 504.83
Bergevin°s Truck Sales Inc., repairs 12.97
Marlow Supply Inc., supplies &. keys 29.31
N.H. Retirement System, fireman"
s
retirement 3.00
Elm City Oil Co., Inc., heating oil 1,052.26
Rick Canfield, parts 3.75
Perkins', supplies 13.60
HEW Communications Inc. , repair
and parts 380.50
R.L. Wood, supplies 7.00
Keene Electric & Plumbing Supply Inc.
,
batteries 63.44
Monadnock Fuel Co. Inc., gas install. 45.85
Joseph Sarcione, materials 48.34
Land Contractors Inc., fill & grading 152.45
Eaton°s Store, gasoline 73.35
N.H. Assoc, of Fire Chiefs, tuition
fire school 56.00
David G, Adams, parts & repairs 5 7.50
Granite State Stamps Inc. , dog officer
badge 6.19
S.W.N.H. District Fire Mutual Aid
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; 13.00
Cheshire Oil Co. Inc., tires, tubes &
supplies 250.68
Bergevin''s Truck Sales, repairs 235.11
Frank E. Whitcomb Const. Inc.
,
supplies 16.30
Elm City Oil Co., InCc , diesel oil 102.62
Public Service Co. of N.H. , lights 36.00
Gleason^s Garage, parts 5.25
J. H. Burroughs Inc. , repairing
1973 truck 659.79
Marlow Garage, inspections & repairs 65.00
Eaton's Gen. Store, gasoline 153.15
Blaisdelli's Store, gasoline 78.20
Johnson Motor Parts Inc. , parts 38.47
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc. 109.50
Jordan Milton Machine Inc. , repairs
to grader 1,739.49
Curtis A. Rowe, trucking grader 50.00 $ 4,001.69
Libraries
:
Monadnock Fuel Co., gas for heat $ 413.30
Barbara Rockwell, care of library
and supplies 55.94
Alan Rumrill, librarian wages &
janitor work 289.75
Mary M. Lane, library work 150.00
Joan Read, library work 6.00
Town of Westmoreland, library books 20.00
Alan Rumrill, library books &
Stoddard Glass Book 204.95
Publishers Central Bureau, books 17.89
Thames Book Co., books 20.22
G.H. Tilden Inc., books 72.60
Walter Read, book shelves 375.00
Public Service Co. of N.H., lights 36.00
Alan Rumrill, mowing lawns 45.00 $ 1,706.65
Old Age Assistance:
State of New Hampshire $ 642.25
Memorial Day:
G.H. Tilden Inc., flags $ 34.56
Chases" Office Products Inc., flags 15.25 $ 49.81
Public Landings:
Victor Flanders, sign $ 12o00
Public Service Co. of N.H. , lights 259.61
Stoddard Rubbish Co., rubbish removal 56,00
Leon R. Bugbee, posts at Carr Landing 45 .00 $ 372.61
Legal Expense
:
Bradley & Talbot, legal advice $ 282.50
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REPORT OF TOWN AUDIT
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1976
Revenue Sharing Fund
Available Funds - January 1, 1976 $ 6,626.47
Add Revenue
:
Entitlement Payments $6,12 3.00
Interest 216.13
6.339.13
Total Available Funds $12,965.60
Less Expenditures:
Environmental Conservation $ 8,116^74
8,116.47
Available Cash - December 31, 1976 $4,849.13
Available Unobligated Funds - December 31, 1976 $4,849.13
We have examined the accounts and records of the
Revenue Sharing Fund of the Town of Stoddard, N.H. for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 1976.
In our opinion, the above statement of Revenue,
Appropriations, Encumbrances, and Available Unobligated
Funds presents fairly the revenue, expenditures and en-
cumbrances incurred, and status of Revenue Sharing Funds






We hereby certify that we have examined the books of
the Selectmen, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Treasurer and
the Road Agent of the Town of Stoddard, NoHo for the year
ending December 31, 19 76 and find them correctly cast





REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Balance Sheets







Investment in Vance Sanders Investors Fund,
Inc., at cost - 1,182.755 shares in












Minnie Morse Albee Fund
Charles L. Peirce Fund





Minnie Morse Albee Fund
Charles L. Peirce Fund





Statements of Changes in Unexpended Income
For the Year Ended December 31, 1976
Balance In- Ex- Balance
12-31 come penses 12-31
Common Fund
Minnie Morse Albee Fund
Charles L. Peirce Fund




REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Regular library hours for 1976 were held Wednesday
mornings from 9-11; 30 and Thursday evenings from 7-9pm.
Several new shelves were added in the back room of
the library. These shelves were badly needed as several
hundred books, both donated and purchased, were added to
the library collections throughout the yearo
This year's circulation remained at a level com-
parable to the high level realized by the library in 1975.
The Library Trustees again attended the annual book
sale in Sullivan and received $14.25 which was used to-
wards book and supply purchases.
There were 24 new-comers to the library throughout
the year. We would like to thank these people and all
of those who made donations of books in 1976. These




Balance on Hand Dec. 31, 1976:
Bank Deposits $106.11
Cash in hands of Librarian .44 $106.55
Receipts
:
Interest on Nelson Fund $55.25
Fines on overdue books 4.08 59. 33
$165.88
Expenses
Supplies and Stamps $ 1.64 1.64
$164.24
Balance on Hand Dec. 31, 1976
Bank Deposits $161.36






REPORT OF ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN
This year I have noticed that a greater number of the
children are interested in reading. Some contine reading
when we have our special activities period.
The children are also more interested in the inform-
ative books such as the National Geographies.
I have read recently that there is a resurgence of
interest in the Nancy Drew Books and the Hardy Boys Books
among teen-agers, and this is ture in Stoddard.
Before Christmas, the children wrote interesting
stories and poems. They were all very good, and it was
difficult to select two to include in my report.
CHRISTMAS
Christmas is a happy day.
It is always bright and gay.
It sounds funny.
The Things they say.
About Santa and his sleigh.
Saint Nicholas was a real man
He was a person you could understand.
Stephen Norwood
HAPPY CHRISTMAS
Once upon a time, there was a boy who didn't believe
in Santa Claus. His parents were sad. This boy was only
six years old and didn°t care about Christmas at all. He
thought Christmas was just another day of the week. His
parents didn"t have any other children so they really
loved him and wanted him to be happy. One Christmas Eve,
at midnight there was a sound. The little boy looked out
on the roof and thought his eyes were playing tricks on
him, but what he saw that night made him as happy as he
would ever be.
Barbie Fowler





NORTH CHESHIRE COUNTY HOME HEALTH SERVICE




Perhaps you know someone who has had a visit from the
North Cheshire County Home Health Service. In the last
year alone, our nurse traveled 3,762 miles to make 609
visits to provide health care right in people "s own homes.
Our physical therapist made 101 visits and our licen-
sed practical nurse made 1 visit. Our homemaker-health
aide was extended to 59 visits to assist with the longer-
term home health care.
Altogether that makes 770 home visits for the fiscal
year 1975-1976.
In addition to the home visits our free Child Health
Conferences were continued. This service provides physical
examinations, immunizations, laboratory tests and health
education for low-income families. A dental program for
pre-school children was completed this year also. Our
plans for this coming year include a blood pressure clinic.
The North Cheshire County Home Health Service was
started seven years ago. It now serves the towns of
Gilsum, Marlow. Nelson, Stoddard, Sullivan and Surry.
Although we recently moved our office to the Legion Hall
in Gilsum, our phone number and mailing address remain the
same.
Our staff includes a nurse, Edith Hasbrouck, a physical
therapist. Dawn Vergamini, and a licensed practical nurse,
Paul Rochleau. Dr. Gilbert Fuld continues to serve as
the pediatrician.
Sincerely yours.
The Board of Directors
Gilsum Stoddard
Mrs. Judy Britton Mrs. Suzanne Bernier
Mrs. Harriet Commoss Mrs. Betty Dussault
Mrs. June Mohla
Sullivan
Marlow Mrs. Kathy Allen
Mrs. Billie Barry Mrs. Barbara Morressy
Mrs. Frances Strickland
Nelson Surry
Mrs'. Jan Pierce Mr. Richard Kitlan
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Our nation's bicentennial year was a very busy one
for the Stoddard Historical Societyo In May we had a
formal presentation of the American Revolution Bicentennial
Committee flag and certificate making Stoddard one of over
100 towns and villages in New Hampshire so designated.
The Town Hall was full to overflowing o The guests included
the Reverend Lee Bayer, the Stoddard 4-H Clubs, Mr. Bernard
Streeter, Dr. J. Duane Squires, and town officials.
The celebration was the official stepping-off for
plans long in the making. The Old Home Days committee
prepared for everything from a sit-down supper and a
barbeque, to a colonial costume dance, special Church
services and a puppet show. We arranged for the sale of
add-on license plates. The Scarlet Oaks were planted at
the Town Hall and Davis Library with a flourish. With
the continuing support of all of Stoddard, we hope to
make Old Home Days a successful annual event.
The Board of Directors in the past year have over-
seen the repair and maintenance of our Society's Building.
Serious repairs were in order for the sills and some up-
right supports, and the exterior was painted. Newly
elected to the Board was Mary Conklin whose term expires
in 1981.
We are very fortunate to receive many donations over
the years. In 1976, Mr. Paul Peck gave the Society an
antique carved wooden fan, and paintings o Mr., John Foster,
gave us an up-to-date version of his company's glass
bottles o They were last produced in Stoddard 134 years
ago; they are now made in four factories across the
country.
This summer Lucy Hill and Alice Hamilton conducted a
review of former members of the past five years. This
painstaking process brought a positive response from 50
percent to rejoin.
A 100 year time capsule was installed, with appropr-
iate documents, in the wall of the new fire house to be
opened on July 4th, 2076. A plaque will mark the location
of the capsule.
We want to remind everyone that you needn't be a
member to attend our meetings held the third Monday of
February, May, August and November at the Town Hall, We
aren't draped with cobwebs, don't drop off to sleep, but
do enjoy each other's company as well as interesting pro-
fessional lecturers... join us!
Shirley Anderson, Sec'y
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MONADNOCK REGION ASSOCIATION REPORT FOR 1976
The Monadnock Region Association was founded in 19 34
when representatives from twenty-four towns in South-
western New Hampshire first met and formed the organization.
The objectives of the Association today are much the
same as they were in 19 34.
We believe in tourism and recreation for the resi-
dents of the region and for the many visitors who enjoy
coming here. The tourist industry in New Hampshire is a
$450 million dollar business and over 32,000 New Hampshire
people are employed in tourist related jobs. The Monad-
nock Region Association is the only association or group
expressly charged by the State of New Hampshire with the
responsibilities of recreation and tourism in the Monad-
nock Region.
In 1976 the Association distributed over 120 thousand
folders and brochures about the Monadnock Region to pot-
ential tourists and travelers to our area. Tourists paid
the State of New Hampshire $14 million dollars Rooms and
Meals tax in 1976. Over $5i^ million dollars of this was
redistributed by the State to all New Hampshire towns
and cities. Every town and city in the Monadnock Region
received a share of this tourist tax revenue according to
population.
The Town of Stoddard received $2,297 of these funds
in 1976.
The Monadnock Region Association also strives to im-
prove the industrial climate in the area. We know that
there can not be jobs for our young people if there are
not shops, plants, and warehouses where they can work.
In the Region there are many good companies that provide
clean, well-paying jobs and they don't make smoke or
pollute the streams. We seek to help other firms like
these to locate in the Monadnock Region.
Also we want to maintain and preserve our natural
resources, our mountains, our forests, our fields and our
wild birds and animals so that they can be enjoyed by
those who live here and by the visitors who come to the
area now and in the future.
Our interests in recreation and tourism, in industry,
and in conservation, haven" t changed greatly in 43 years.
Mr. Emile Vaillancourt is the Monadnock Region
Association director in Stoddard.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The number of police cases in 1976 equalled those of
1975. Breaking and entry with accompanying larceny heads
the list, followed by motor vehicle accidents. These two
categories comprised almost half of our cases. Three
arrests were made through outside warrants.
We still have a five-man part-time police force on
24 hour call. Four of us attended a ten-week course on
general law enforcement at Keene State College. All of
us belong to the Cheshire County Peace Officers Associ-
ation and attend monthly dinner meetings with programs
pertaining to law enforcement.
All of us have been supplied with good equipment and
it is properly maintained.
We have joined the No H. State Police in their
Uniform Crime Report system. This marks the beginning of
a landmark in law enforcement cooperation in New Hampshire.
The Stoddard Department will supply the Department of
State Police with a monthly report on the date, nature
and place of certain categories of crimes and disposition
thereof. To comply with this new system, all of our men
have been supplied with a uniform complaint system.
All departments that take their motor vehicle cases
to Keene District Court now have a uniform complaint
system.,
Emergency calls for ambulance, oxygen, » resuscitation,
etc., may be made to the Mutual Aid Center in Keene,
352-1100. The trained personnel there quickly dispatches
aid in the most advantageous manner.
While these new more effective systems will event-
ually be of help to small towns like ours, we need still
more help from our citizens and summer residents.
Breaking and entries increased in 1976 and one of the
most effective means of combating this problem is for all
our people to report suspicious persons or strange vehicles
to us, particularly descriptions of vehicles and license
numbers.
Calls by alert citizens resulted in more suspicious
persons being checked out by your police o However, more
patrol, further assistance by people is needed.
One town in this county successfully curtailed break-
ing and entries by this method, albeit they have a full
time paid patrol.
Charles C. Eaton, Chief
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THE STODDARD FIRE DEPARTMENT
We wish to thank all of the residents and non-resi-
dents who donated to the Fire Department this past year.
A special thanks to Mr^ Frank Miney for lettering and
painting our new sign and also to the Ladies Auxiliary
for their help this yearo
We appreciate your support in purchasing the new
Boardman Pumper which allows us to protect your property
better.
A Pewter Revere Bowl was presented to Wayne Fuller
from the members of the department on May 27, 1975 in
appreciation for his many years of dedicated service as
Chief of the Stoddard Fire Department.
The department made 18 runs this year which are as
follows: 2 building fires, 2 car fires, 5 chimney fires,
1 dump fire, 1 telephone pole fire, 1 smoke investigation,
2 flooded furnace calls, 2 cover trucks and 2 false alarms.
We also cleaned 22 chimneys.
Just a reminder that we clean chimneys, pump out wells
and cellars at any time for townspeople at no charge.
Please call 446-3350 or 446-2223.
The Marlwo Ambulance and Rescue Squad made 6 runs to
Stoddard, 5 of which were emergencies. We would like to
thank them for their quick responses in providing ambul-
ance service to the people in Stoddard free of charge.
Henry Bingham, Donald Fleming, and Joseph Sarcione
are now taking an Advanced First Aid course <, After the
first aid course is completed they will begin Emergency
Medical Technician training and once completed will bring
the number of EMTOs in Stoddard to 6, who will be working
with the Marlow Ambulance and Rescue Squad.
Another chicken barbecue was held this year and to-
gether with the Ladies Auxiliary we cleared $383.24.
The fire station is open every Sunday at 11:00 am for
anyone to take a look at the station and the new truck.
Respectfully submitted,
Wallace R. Weaver, Chief





The Ladies Auxiliary wishes to whole heartedly thank
all those who have contributed, time, money and items to
our many projects this year.
These projects included the Annual Chicken Barbacue,
food sale. Bean Supper and yard sale, which all proved
successful due to the above mentioned people.
We sponsored a skating party in January for the
town^s people and had quite a good turn out. The ice was
not very good, but all had a good time.. Hot dogs and
hot cocoa were donated by the Auxiliary,
Just a reminder that the Ladies Auxiliary has a
small scholarship fund which is available to the town's
students who need assistance in continuing their education,
Our goal for the new year will to be help the fire-







The idea of recycling is in the process of change, A
few years ago people were being encouraged to separate
their solid waste into various recyclable categories —
paper, cans, glass, compost — so it could be reclaimed.
This is still a good idea, but enterprising and inventive
engineers are not waiting for it to take hold nation-wide.
Your committeewoman has continued to go to the
meetings of the Area Solid Waste Study Committee in Keene,
chaired by Al Merrifield. There is much of interest to
be learned there, much of it of a technical nature I am
not too competent to deal with, but at least I can report
back, in a general way. Some promising ideas of previous
years have developed, and others have fallen by the way-
side.
The subtle, or not so subtle, change that has come
over recycling is in the area of regarding and using solid
waste as a fuel , rather than as a mix of recoverable re-
sources to be separated and reclaimed separately. In
July, 1975, the Study Committee received a presentation of
the Palmer, Pa. system (as reported last year), which
takes solid waste, separates out glass and metal for re-
cycling, and shreds and compresses the combustible waste
into fuel pellets which can be used in a mix with coal and
other solid fuels by utility companies, etc.
In November, 1976, we heard a presentation on the
controlled-air small incinerator specifically used to burn
solid wastes to produce steam or hot water for immediate
use, for heating, etCo , or even to produce electricitVo
This is the same process as has kust appeared in the news
wherin Robertson Paper Co. in Hinsdale wishes to buy one
or more Consumat incinerator modules if^ they can get the
contract from, at least a couple large area towns for their
solid waste (thereby saving on the high price of coal).
Initially the towns would pay Robertson Paper to take their
solid waste. But who knows, given the lessons emerging
from the winter "s energy crisis, the day might come when
solid waste would be regarded as a saleable fuel commodity
for the production of energy
!
These small incinerator units have been found to fall
well within air pollution limits, and to be much more eco-
nomical both to build and to operate than the large, highly
automated, mass production systems serving large cities
o
They begin with the premise that whereas it requires a
larger amount of solid waste as fuel (both by weight and
volume) to provide a given number of BTlJOs than gas, oil
or coal; still, the waste is there and has to be dealth
with anyway, and if the latent energy can be economically
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extracted, two problems are solved at once — solid waste
disposal and evergy production. All other sources of
energy presently in use except the sun come from finite
resources that have to be mined, processed, and often
transported halfway around the globe to where the energy
is needed. Given all the problems associated with these
finite resources, of which we learn more every day, the
BTU^s contained in solid waste are too valuable a resource
to be buried in landfills
o
Also, as one of the chief costs in dealing with solid
waste and recycling is the cost of transportation, these
small incinerators are factory produced in identical
modules, which can be added to, or spaced around each
central to a smaller area generating the waste to be used,
and in conjunction with the buildings which are to use the
heat produced, thus reducing distances of transport to a
minimum.
The Study Committee has applied to Keene City Council
for funds to send someone to study and compare one or more
examples of these processes in action — Palmer, PA, and
Consumat.
The man from Consumat who spoke to us said quite
frankly he did not believe recycling was the best use for
waste paper, it has too many good ETUI'S for that. Better
to recycle the bottles and cans, which do not add to the
ETUI'S. However his process takes everything, and unlike
Palmer, PA, does not separate out glass and metal, it all
goes into the fire.
In the midst of all this, the Keene Jaycees have just
set up a newspaper collection trailer at the Keene land-
fill, to which anyone is invited to bring newspapers for
recycling. Farther along in the spring I expect to be
conducting newspaper drives periodically in Stoddard to
support it. However, as the newspaper is to be contrib-
uted to the Keene Jaycees, it did not, again, seem to
warrant building our own paper shed, which would only
double the handling necessary.
Meanwhile, I learn from Southwestern Regional
Planning" s newsletter, "Eearings" (a free publication I
highly recommend to anyone interested) that a glass re-
cycling business in North Oxford, MasSo (near Worcester)
will collect within 200 miles. North Oxford is somewhat
nearer than Dayville, Conn. Also, Reynolds Aluminum is
collecting in New England, and perhaps they may get up
into northern New England.
If anyone in Stoddard is interested in investigating
any of these matters further, I would welcome their gettinc
























THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the School District of Stoddard
qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in
said district on the tenth day of March 1977 at seven
thirty o" clock in the evening to act upon the following
subjects
:
1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the following
school district officials.
A. Moderator for the ensuing year.
B. Clerk for the ensuing year.
C. Treasurer for the ensuing year.
D. A member of the School Bord for
the ensuing three years.
E. Auditor for the ensuing year.
2. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and fix the compensation for any other
officers or agents of the district.
3. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and
committees or officers chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto.
4. To choose agents and committees in relation to
any subject embraced in this warrant.
5. To see if the school district will vote to es-
tablish a school lunch program as legislated under RSA
189: 11-2 and to raise and appropriate the sum of $3000.00
to defray the costs of implementing, equipping and oper-
ating the program for 1977-78.
6. To see what sum of money the district will vote
to raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for
the payment of salaries for school district officials and
agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of
the district.
7. To see if the district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of two hundred dollars ($200.00) as a
contingency fund or to take any other action relative
thereto.
8. To see if the district will vote to authorize
the School Board to make application for, and to accept
on behalf of the district any and all grants or other
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funds for educational purposes which may now or hereafter
be forthcoming from the United States Government or from
the State of New Hampshire for the school year 1977-78.
9. To see if the district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5000.00)
to be added to the previously established Capital Reserve
Fund for building purposes,
10. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Stoddard this third
day of February 1977.



































































































































SALARIES OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
SUPERVISORY UNION NO. 24
1976-77
A. State Share







$ 2,500.00 $ 2,300.00
3,
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records of
the treasurer of the school district of Stoddard of
which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1976 and find them correct in all
respects.
SCHOOL BOARDS CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained
in this report was taken from official records and is
complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and be-
lief. The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 24
of Chapter 71 of the Revised Statutes Annotated, and upon









1977-1978 SUPERVISORY UNION BUDGET
Administration - Salaries
Administration and Supervisory $ 54,200.00
Clerical & Technical 20,072.00
Travel 3' 600. 00
Other Expenses 11,015.00












PROPOSED 1977-1978 SUPERVISORY UNION BUDGET
Total Expenditures $212,040.00
Less Estimated Receipts 25 , 837.46
Amount to be Shared by Districts $186,202.54
General Special Ed. Total
District Budget Budget Budget
Henniker $ 19,995.20 $ 7,825.05 $ 27,820.25
Hillsboro-Deering 45,520.97 27,651.22 73,172.19
Hopkinton 45,005.30 18,159.17 63,164.47
Stoddard 8,328.11 336.62 8,694.73
Washington 9,423.91 3,282.40 12,706.31
Windsor 644.59 - - 644.59
TOTALS $128,918.08 $57,284.46 $186,202.54
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100. Salaries $ 495.00 $ 495.00
135. Contracted Services 90.00 80.00
190. Other Expenses 690.00 720.00
200 Instruction
210. Salaries 15,275.00 15,972.00
215. Textbooks 200.00 287=00
220. Library & Audio-Visual
Materials 1,016.00 662.00
230. Teaching Supplies 2,318.00 1,237.00
235. Contracted Services 120.00 225.00
290. Other Expenses 462.00 521.00
400 Health Services 1,010.00 1,075.00
500 Pupil Transportation 15,140o00 15,140.00
600 Operation of Plant
610. Salaries 1,060.00 1,060.00
630. Supplies 300.00 400.00
635. Contracted Services 330.00 430.00
640. Heat 675.00 750.00
645. Utilities 760.00 760.00
700 Maintenance of Plant 975.00 1,235.00
800 Fixed Charges
850. Employee Retirement &
PICA 2,154.00 1,611.00
855. Insurance 388.00 373.00
900 School Lunch $ Special Milk Program
1200 Capital Outlay
1267 Equipment 260.00 -0-
1400 Outgoing Transfer Accounts in State
1477.1 Tuition 50,914.00 52,902.00
1477.3 Supervisory Union
Expenses 7,252.00 8,695.00
Contingency Fund 200.00 -0-
Deficit Appropriation 2 , 695 . 78
Total Appropriations $102,084.00 $107,325.78
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10-31-75 Town of Stoddard
11-30-75 Lucy Hill
12-10-75 Town of Stoddard
12-30-75 Lucy Hill
1-15-76 Supervisory Union
1-22-76 Town of Stoddard
1-30-76 Lucy Hill
2-76 Lucy Hill
3-25-76 Town of Stoddard
3-30-76 Lucy Hill
3-30-76 Lucy Hill
4-7-76 Town of Stoddard
4-22-76 Town of Stoddard
4-30-76 Lucy Hill
5-27-76 Town of Stoddard
5-30-76 Lucy Hill
6-18-76 Town of Stoddard
6-30-76 Lucy Hill



















































The School Health Program for the year 1975-76
provided semi-annual assessment of each student" s physical
characteristics especially related to screening of
heights, weights, vision and hearing. Any physical needs
indicating further examination or treatment were referred
to the parents.
Educational health information was presented during
the academic year to establish a background in basic
health concepts. Current concerns such as drugs - environ-
ment along with traditional topics as safety, nutrition,
dental care, personal hygiene and disease were explored.
The major purpose of these presentations is to develop
atitudes and behaviors which will promote physical and
mental health.
School personnel was screened for tuberculosis.
This procedure is now recommended at intervals of every
three years.
Respectfully submitted,




State Law requires that all schools in the state pro-
vide a lunch program. Stoddard voters took issue with
this requirement at the annual school meeting in March,
and a committee was formed to negate the order.
Voters felt that such an order was totally impractical
expensive, and unnecessary, in as much as meals would have
to be prepared in Keene and transported to Stoddard each
day, and in as much as all students carry excellent
lunches.
Parents of the students were polled by mail, asking
if a lunch program were available, would their children
participate, and if so, how often. The questionnaires
were returned, in plain envelopes, to the teacher, who
then turned them over to the committee. Not one parent
indicated that they would participate, which meant
that implementing the program would be an expensive exer-
cise in futility.
The committee met with the school board and the
superintendent, and they, in turn, contacted the State
Board of Education with a request for a waiver. Such
waiver was finally granted, to expire in September, 1977o
Meanwhile, a Food and Nutrition bill, co-sponsored
by Senator Clesson Blaisdell and Rep. Daniel A. Eaton,
will be introduced during the present term of legislature,
giving the towns the option of serving hot lunches.
Members of the committee were Mary Lou Eaton, Chair-
man, Paulette Fowler, Kathy Fleming and Shirley Anderson.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
Although the national economy has been in constant
flux with increasing prices and heavy unemployment, the
public services have continued uninterrupted. The public
schools reflect, to an extent, our economy with emphasis
on tight budget control, stringent salary negotiations
and keeping at a minimum educational program changes and
capital expenditures for new equipment.
Our schools are operating very well with an excellent
professional and para-professional staff, good instruct-
ional programs and objective evaluation of student pro-
gress. We again have an overall increase in enrollment
with facilities severely strained in some instances.
As has been the case for years, legislation, court
decisions and funding have created changes in educational
operation. Title IX has at last guaranteed equal rights
with equal opportunity for girls in school and women in
teaching and administration including equality of pay.
Court decisions have placed responsibility for special
services for learning handicapped children upon the local
school district with very limited availability of State
funding to assist multiple handicapped cases. The
question of Federal funding for Title programs and School
Lunch programs persists year after year pending the whims
of Congress. However, in spite of inconsistent funding,
many extremely important changes have come about greatly
benefiting our children by providing programs and assis-
tance for special needs.
At the conclusion of this school year I will be
terminating my duties and responsibilities as Superint-
endent of Supervisory Union #24. The five year tour has
gone by rapidly and I look back with mixed emotions on
these years. Many good changes have come about and so
many things need to be done but I have had the good for-
tune to have dedicated school administrators and staff
in the several schools working hard to improve instruct-
ional programs and educational opportunities. I thank
you, the overall citizenry, for your interest, concern
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Carlisle, Dale A. & Carol
Carlisle, Carol J.





















Curry , May L
.
Davis, Mitchell & Celeste
Davis, Celeste
DeMatteo, Stephen P. Sr. &
Helen
Desrosiers, Reed
DiGiaconeo, Anthony P. &
Wazniak, Suzanne
Doe , Richard

























Home PI. & Gar. 18200
Wellman Land 150




Upton Ld & Bldgs 12770
Lot 7,Dev.D,235''IP 8460
110" H.L. & Cottage 8500
75" IP & Cottage 8700
Home PI.
85" HL









248 & Cot. ,HL





Bldg. Juniper HI Rd.l300
Lot 8 & part Lot9 6800
& Cp. ,Murdough Dev. IP
Store, Home & 220" 25920
H.L.
Shedd Ld.W„ of Rd. 900
Lot W.Side Shedd HI 2000
Road
18*2" H.L. 270







































Name Description and Value of







Fiske, Arthur & Eunice
Flanders, Victor & Dorothy
Flanders, Dorothy
Fletcher, Clinton & Laura
Fletcher, Laura S.
Fleming, Donald & Kathleen
Fleming, Kathleen
Fogg, James S. & Georgia
Fogg, Georgia L.
Fowler, Vernon & Paulette
Fowler, Paulette
Fuller, Wayne & Carrie
Fuller, Carrie
Gadwah, Norman & Clarice
Gadwah, Clarice
Gagnon, Viola &. Leo
Gagnon, Viola
Garland, Florence E.
Gebhardt, Walter A. &
Florence M.
Gebhardt, Florence M.
Gladu, Jean & Philip
Goodspeed, Balcom M.
Goodspeed, Lilliam B. Heirs
Gore, Barbara C.





Grimmer, Caroline L. &
Harry W.
Guerin, W.R. & LoF.
Guillow, Chester R. &
H.J.
Hamilton. Alice J.




Henry, Earl & Angle
150' HL, Cot.&Shed 11300
100» GL, Ho.&Gar. 20600
Pepperville Place 7500
Lot 8,S2,B1 & Cot. 11600
King Street








Lots llA &. IIB & 13200




Lot 38 & part Lot 15300
39 &. Cp,100» HL




Home PI. & Gar.
18» HL, Back lot 270
Lot 3 1800
Ld. E.of Shedd HI Rd 405
Veteran
Lot l,Dev.K&Cp.IP 9450 1
Lots 13&14&Cp.IP, 6200
Murdough Dev. , Veteran 1
Ldo& Home, Barrett 35600 1
Pond, Studio WS
3732 » Shore Front 6350
Home Place (Lynch) 11400
1
Name Description and Value of







Holland, Donald & Priscilla Home Place 10670
Holland, Priscilla
Holland, Lorraine J. Hubley Place 8800
Holland, Ronald
Holmes, Lawrence M. Jr. & Higgins Place 17000








Holmes, Lawrence M. Sr. &
E. Carolyn
Hope, Ethel & Albert
Hope, Ethel M„
Hopkins, Tim
Hopkins, Clyde H. &
Madeline
Hopkins, Madeline S.
Horsfall, Benjamin & Ethel
Horton, Robert & Syble
Jacobs, Rolfe & Elizabeth
Jefts . Gordon
Jefts, Myron & Mabel
Johnson, Peder & Margaret
Johnson, Margaret
Johnston, Richard W. &
Dorothy E.
Joslin, Deanna
Kennedy, Bruce A. & Gale W.
Kennedy, Gail W.
Keronen, Raynold O. &
Geraldine
Keronen, Geraldine
Ketonen, Wesley & Miriam
Kingston, Robert
Knicely, Gerald E. &
Barbara
Knicely, Barbara
Kravarik, Geo. & Dorothy
Kravarik, Dorothy R.
LaFargue, Florence W.





Laurier , Carl & Susanna
Laurier, Susanna
Lehman , Mary
Lightbody, John L. Sr. &.
Phyllis C.
Woodlot 900
Shedd Ld.W.of Road 150
Veteran
Lot A Home PI. ,GL 12950
Covewood
Veteran
125 « GL & Home 39400
24»x50« Ho.&Gar. 15300
50° HL,Collins Cot. 8000
& Land
Home Place 8000
Bull Ld. & Home 12700
650 » Swamp
1/3 Hutchinson Ld. 3400
& Cp. ,108" DoBo
Veteran








Home Place & Barn 17940
Lots 1.2,4,5.9,10, 20000
Home Place 100 « HL
Name Description and Value of




















Matthews, William B. Ill &
Dawn F.
Matthews , Dawn F
.
Mears, Fred H.B. & Lora









Murphy, Edward J. Jr. &
Bergin, Robert
Myers, Elizabeth
McCall, Kenneth F. &
Lillian I.
McClure, Helen B.









O" Sullivan, Joseph W.
Teresa A.
O" Sullivan, Teresa A.
Paquette, Robert
Petrin, Wilfred






Lot 14 & Chalet 11000
200» HoL. 6000
Home P1.& Barn L-6 8800
Carr L&B E.Side 6330
Dodge Farm Road
Ld. off R9 & Bldg 9380
50' GL & Home Placel5620
Lots 1 & 2
Lots 4,5,6 & Cot 24000
Dev B 300" IP
100" HL,Lot 16, 17600
Home & Garage
Home P. & Wood Shedl8600
Veteran
Cottage near I.Po 6600
Home Place 2 3000
Veteran
Trailer S; Bldgs. 3000
Murdough Land
Home PI. & (Trailer) 8900













120° GL, L & Cp.
Name Description and Value of





Quist, Oliver P. 6^
Muriel M.
Quist, Muriel M,
Randies, Wesley C. &
Ranciles, Blanche L.
Read , Jon
Read, Walter & Joan
Read, Joan










Rockwell, Earl A^ &. Barbara
Rockwell, Barbara J.
Rockwell, Steven A.
Rossi, Joseph F. &
Kathryn
Rumrill, Alan
Rumrill, Robert C. &
Frances
Lot 6,Dev.M. ,Camp 14600
& Gar. 200* IP
Lot 7,Dev.M. & Cp. 5600
139" IP
Lot 8,Dev.M. ,260" 1000
swamp
Veteran
Lot 5 Cot.,& Shed 13750
& 100 » HL Back lot
Lot 14, H.Lo 3300
Veteran
Home PI. & Trailer 18840














143' GL & Home PI. 21870
Home Place
100» HL lot 40 &



















Starr. Chester & Rachel H.





90' HL & Home PI. 10440
Veteran
Home PI, Gar., & 13800
Shed
Home Place & Gar. 10400
Trailers & Bldg.
Home Pl.,Keim Ld. 18000
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Wesson, Earle F. & Irene
Wesson, Irene M.






Wright, Paul B. & Veda M.
Waznick, Suzanne
Congreve, Ethel






















Home PI., Lots 4&5IP10410
Lots 7A & *A Dev.l 1410
IP
Widow of Veteran
Home PI. Lot 14, 11100
100 H.L.
Lot 14A Carr Land 2800
Land Midway Rte 9 700
Veteran
Lot 5 & Cp. ,IP 5200
Murdough Dev.
95' H.Lo &. Home PI. 11220
Stevens Land 1110
Griffin Ld. & Cp. 6600
100" HL & Home PI. 11580
Veteran
100» HL & Cp.Lot 13600
54, SI
1 Boat 800
Home PI. 300« H.L„ 13200
89" I. P. & Camp 9120
Holmes Place 12200
Veteran
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Merchant, Ralph D. Sr. &
Doris




100° D.B. & Cottage 8200
Home PI. Mill Vill. 9600
510» H.L. & Home 46720























Albert, Edward C, &
Barbara
Alderman, Francis J. &
Elizabeth L.
Aldrich, Mrs. Thomas B.
All Acres Developers &
Bldrs. , Inc.
Alland, Stuart E.
Allen, Quincy L. &
Annie L.
Allen, Lyman N. & EnolaC,
Anderson. Bertha H. Heirs
Anderson, Edward M.






Aprile, Anthony J. &
Madeline
Arel, Alfred A. & Doris A.
Arria, Carmello &
Giovanna
Ashmun, Crawford A. &
Mary C.
Askey, Robert &. Alice
Athearn, Ruth C. &
Chandler, Charles
Attridge, J. Milton
Atwood, Earl & Sadie





Baker, Donald D. &
Catherine
Baker, Lt. Col. George
Elma E.
Baker, Gordon E. &
Hazel I.
Bakum, Joseph E. , Jr. &
& Mary H.
235 Lot 1, Dev. E.$
I. P. Well & Septic
150' C.P. & Cot.
Nye PI. & Bldgs
Carr Land P.C.
100« Carr Ld Bch.
F='ulkner Lot
Vaillancourt Lot
Lot 3 & Bldg near
HL Whitney Land
Part of Osgood Ld.
21900






Ballou, Gary F., Diane,
Jason'











Bates, James L. 6^
Elizabeth G.
Bayer, Lee R. &
Carol J.
Beane, Joseph S. St
Blanche H.
Beaudoin, Alfred E. 6
Florence L,





Beckwith, Ralph V. &
Hariet J.
Beeso, Michael & Rita
Behrens , John W. &.
Joan A.
Bell, Jack R. &
Carolyn A.
Bell, James M. &
Grace L.





3ennett, Floyd H. Sr&Jr
Berdinka, Martin V &.
Hedwig H.
Berger, Dr. Stanley &
Lila
Bergeron, Leo J. &
Lillian Z.
Bergeron, Leon J. &
Mary V.
Bernier, Donald
Bernier , Richard Sr., &
Int. /King & East Rd. 2000
140" HL &. Cot. 8040
Buena Vista
54 » HL & Camp 4950
Lot 10, B4, Ul, NHLS 600
Lots 285,286A S13 4000
Lots 14,15 B4, Ul 1200
NHLS
74' IP & Camp
Wellman Sugar Lot
100» D.B. & Cot.




Resevoir & Power H
Woodland & Allen C.
Lots , surveyed
Lot 267, Sheet 17
HLD
Lot 3 & Bldgs.
100' HL, LSU
Lot 11, B6, U2,Back
Lot, NHLS
Lots 14&15, B5, U3,
Camp, NHLS
Lot 28, Sheet &, :
Lot 29, Sheet 4
Back Lot, HLD
1/3 O'Neil L&Camp





Lot 16 & Chalet 9100
(Lightbody
)
h Lot 11 & Cot. 8400
Priest Land GL
Lots 17 & 18, Sec 2 4000
B3, HL Jen.
Lot 64, Sheet 10, 2900
HLD & Bdg. Back Lot
Lot 1, B2, Ul & 3000
Camp NHLS
Lot 57, Whitney Ld. 2000
Back Lot, HL
Lot 250, Sheet 14 2000
HLD, Back Lot
Hadley & Woolsey Lot 450
Back Lot
Lot 4 & Cp 100 » CP 4800
Lot 53, PIS, HLS & 3120
Camp 55' HL
Lots 5A & 7, Dev. I 7550
& Cot. 21" IP
Lot 32, Seel & Cp 11400
113« HL
100' HL & Cottage 8400
400' CP. & Cottage 23400
Lot 11 & Camp, Mur- 6000
dough Ld, IP


















Bettey, Joseph A. &
Ann B.
Bills, Olga P.






Bissett, John W. &
Barbara
Bixby, Robert C.
Blanchard, Earl P. &
Annette S.
Block, Stanley A. &.
Claire W.
Blodgett, Arthur M. &
Helen M.
Blainberg, Raoul Bruce
Blood, S. David &.
Leita V.
Bodell, Dr. Benson & Ruth
Borland, Joseph P. & Gae
Boticello, Michael
Bottino, Ronald
Boudreau. Leo J. &
Boudrieau, Peter A. &
Hazel E.
Bouley, Leo A. &
Violette
Bowlby, Charles Lc &
Mildred B.
Boyea, E. J. & M.E.
Boynton, Roy E. Sr. &
Anna J.





Brindisi, Joseph L. &
Shirley M.
Britt, Mrs. Harry
Brown, Fred M. Heirs
Brown, B. Hilda
Back Lots
1/3 O'Neil L & Cp
Anderson Ld. , D.B.
Cottage D.B.
Lot 3, Dev. E
263" I. P.
Lot 4, Dev. E
416.3' I. P.
Lot 14, & Cot.lOO» HL
Lot 44 , Whitney Ld
Back Lot, King St.
Whippie Ld & Cp.1/3
Lots 18 & 19, Sec 3
H.L. Back Lots
Lots 11&12, PIS &Ct.
100» H.L.
Lots 118 & 119 P6S,
HLS, Back Lots
2 Lots Priest Ld E.
of G.L. Rd
Lot 230, Sheet 8
HLD, Back Lot
Lot 50, PIS, HLS,
50" H.L.
160" H.L. & 2 Cot.
Lots 47 & 48, S3
Jen. Back Lts , HL
132" H.L. & Cot.
Blaisdell Ld, Rt 9
Lot 20,22,200' HL
Back Lot
Lot 7 Dev. A 30" IP
Lot 7A Dev A Back Lot
260" HL Lot 4 & Cot. 27360
Merriwoods Ld.
Lot 24, 150' HL
Lot 23, 100' LSU,
Richardson Land
Winona Cot. 282" HL
Lot 5 & Camp
100' H.L. LSU
Lot 21 & Bldg.
Whitney Land
Trailer
Lot 10, Bl, U3 NHLS
Back Lot
Lot 101, Sheet 5
HLD, Back Lot
Lots 5 & 6 & Cot.
Carr Ld HL 200" on cove
50" G.L. & Cottage 9900
Lot 196, HLS, 50'HL 8700
& Camp, h Lot 197,
HLS, 25 » HL
65" H.L. & Cot. 8700
Damon Ld
Lot 4B & Camp 100 'HL 3000
Carr L. Pickerel Ck.
Lot 337, Sec 2, B5 , 2000
Jen. HL Back Lot
Lot 7, Dev. B & Cp. 15200
223' I. P.
Lot 46, Whitney Ld
House Trailer
8' G.L. Wilson Ld.
Lot 3, E. Side, 110'
6570




Brownrigg, Albert E. &
Irene A.
Bryfonski, William L.
Buchan, T. Edward &
Kurpeski, L. Ann
Buivydas, Danis & Aldona
Bureau, Napoleon
Burgess, Arthur E. &
Irene M,
Burgess, Thomas W. &
Margaret M.
Burkhart, William E. S,
Margaret





Butterfield, Robert M. &
Bilodean, Donald F.
Cadwell, Grace H. Heirs
Cahalane, Rita



















HL Camp & Trailer
Lot 4, Covewood,GL 3600
Back Lot
L & Cp, Rt 123 6600
Lots 72,73,74,75, 10200
78A near HL & Bldg.
Lot 282A, Mo. Ho. 12500
Lot 56, Whitney Ld. 1800
near HL, Back Lot
Lot 11, B7, U2 NHLS 600
Back Lot
125" HL & Cottage 12200
Lot 130, P2S, HLS 1800
Back Lot
Lot 5, PIS, HLS & Cot 9000
50« HL
Lot 1, Bldg & Shed 5500
Back Lot, Ferg. Ld.
Lots 209,210,P2S Rev 9000
& Cp. HLS, 100' HL
Lot 3 & Barn, 130 'HL 5280
Lot 3A & Bid 170»HL 10920
Cot. & Holmes Ld. 6800
Lot 1, Bl, U3, NHLS 6000
Island Bog Ld 120
Burns Camp 4 3000
Upton Pond Lot 4620
1800" on Pond
Reed Land 3300
Moore Robb Mowing 900
A. Thurston Place 4980
Bates Land 900
Lot 8, Range 7 2100
Lots 9 & 10, Range 7 3600
Lot 8, Range 9 750
Lot 9, Range 8 2700
Lot 8, Range 8 1200
Lot 7, Range 8 2700
Morse Place 1905
Grimmer Land 750
Miller Field Land 960
Lot 12, Range 8 & B 16770
Anderson Ld. 7800
Cottage & Trailer







Lot 17, Dev. J &
Camp, 89° I. P.
Lot 24, HLD, Back L 2000
Lots 60 & 61, Sheet 4000
10, HLD, Back
Dutton Lot, Joining 1000
Lot 8
Lots 12,13,16 & Cp. 14400
Covewood, G.L.
Lot 281, Sheet 13 2000
HLD, Back Lot

























































Carlotto, John J, &.
Cathleen M.
Carlson, Richard
Carlson, William A. &
Patricia A.
Carney, Martin L.
Carney Martin L, &
Mary
Cass, James R. Jr. &
Jean C.
Castor, Kenneth
Castor, Wesley R. Jr.
Caswell, David A. &
Joan
Caton, John F. & Ruth
Ce Ce, Robert
Chandler, Victoria W.
Chang, Leei & Suh-Ying
Lee
Chapin, R. Daniel cS;
Diane A.
Chapman, C.B.
Charette, Gerard O. &
Constance & Rogers,
Earnest & Jeanette
Chase, Edwin & Rhea F.
Chase, Mildred B.
Chase, William R.




Chick, Edward & Priscilla
Christie, Barbara A.
Chulak, Joseph & Anna
Cichowski, Henry T. &
Jennie D.
Clark, James V. &
Claus, Karl N.





Cohen, David R. &
Engerbretson, Joan
Lot 262, Sheet 17 2000
SDC
Lot 29, PIS & Cp. 13500
HLS, 320" H.L.
Lot 283, Sheet 13, 2000
HLD, Back Lot
220' H.L. & Camp 12720
HLS 1800Lot 19, PIS,
Back Lot
Lots 37,38, PIS & 10490
Cot. HLS, 108' HL
Lot 7, back lot. Cot 9600
& Shed, GL Covewood
Lot 10 & Cot. GL 9600
Mary Kingsbury Land
103» C.P. & Cot. 10900
Lot 210, Sheet 15, 2000
HLD, Back Lot
Lots 13D, 12D, 12C, 3000
Carr Ld. , Back Lots
250" I. P. & Camp 16000
Carey &. Green Ld. 3000
100' lot 6, Carr Id 3600
H.L.
Lot 63, sheet 10, 2000
HLD Back Lot
Lots 79,79A, P2S HLS 2600
& Bath House
Lot 3, P3S, HLS & 5400





Lot 218, Sheet 11,
HLD, Back Lot
350' I.P. Cot. & Ld.
Lot 54A, Whitney Id,
Back Lot
Lot 62, Sheet 10, HLD 3200
& Camp, Back Lot
100" I.P. & Cot.
,
Bull Land
Cp. on Griffiths Id. 6000
Lot 7, Carr Ld.l00» 3600
HL
Lot 4 & Cp. , 100" HL 9000
700' H.L. Lot 27, & 38000
Cot. Range 6 H.L.
Lots 315,316,P4S
Lot 216, 50« H.L.
100" Lot 11, Carr Id. 3600
Lots lOA, lOB, IOC, 2400




100' Lot 46, Seel
&. C amp , H.L.
Lots 268, 269, Sheet
16 HLD, Back Lots
Lot 5,B1,U3, & Cp.
,
NHLS , Back Lot
Lot 10,B7,U3,NHLS
Lot 12,B7,U3, NHLS
Lots 70, 71, 95A, Sheet 6000




















Collette, Edward A. &
Blanche O.
Colonial Coastal Corp.





Conn arty, Robert G.
Cook, John W. & Vera M,
Cooke, Muriel K.
C orb in, David
Corarito, Arthur D. &
Mary Ann








Cote, Louis & Anita
Coyne, Elizabeth
Creamer, Howard B. &
Virginia A.
Crider, James L. , Jr. &
Eleanor F.
Crank. Sherwood W. &
Crooks, Chester
Cullen, James E.
Cur ley, James R. &
Nancy L.
Curran, Gerald T.
Cutting, Bruce C. &
Barbara K.
.





David, Edward J. & Dorothy
Davidson, John &. Joan
Davis, Donald D. & Isabel




153«Lot 41, Sec.l 5500
H.L., Jen




Cot. on Wilson Ld. 57000
1500 1 Frontage
Cottage 3000
Fletcher Hill Lot 12300 410
Taylor Land 1470 49
Taylor & Green Ld 1500 50
Lot 213,Sec.l5H,SDC 2000
275 » IP, Bull Ld&Cp. 15416
117»Lot 4, Dev.M. 13200
I. P. & Cottage
Burt Land 600 1/3
Lot & Cp. Whitney Id. 6200
Lot 17A, Sheet 6,HLD 1800
Lot 17B, Sheet 5,HLD 1800
Lot 107C, Sheet 6, 5100
HLD,170>' Frontage
2 Lots, Cot. & Gar. 14200
155' I. P. Lot 5,Dev.C 5580
Lot 8, Dev I & Cp. 9500
I.P. , Back Lot
Lot 6A,Dev.I, 21» IP 756
75" I.P. &. Cot. 9900
Lot 263, Sheet 17,HLD 2000
Lots 85,86,87,P2S & 7600
Camp, HLS, Lot 85A
130' HL&Walpole Cot.10080
Forbes PL. Back Lot 1200
Hart Land 2100
4/5 CP. Outlet 240
Lot 59, &Shed, Whitney 2600
Rd. , Back Lot
lOO'HL, Lot l,&Cot. 7800
200' DB & Cottage 8400
Lot 16,B4,U1 & Camp 2400
NHLS, Back Lot
Lot 47, Sheet 7,HLD 2000
Lot 33 & Cot. ,P1S





Davis, Frederick D. &
Estelle C.
Davis, James H, &
Sandra C.
Davis, John & Helen
Davis, John R. &
Elinar H.
Davis, Michael C. &
Katherine C.
Davis & Symonds Lmbr. Co.
Davis, Ronald & Ingela
Dawson, Marjorie A.











Delude, Ernest & Delia
DeMatteo, Stephen P. Jr.&
Barbara
Demirgian, Varovjan
Densmore, Charles R. &
Nora M.
DePierrefen, Alain Y.
Deprizito, Frank E. &
Veronica L.
DerManouelin, Aram




Doris J. & Robert






Donahue, Dennis M. &
Jeanne K.
Dora, Alfred M, &
Doris A.
Doring, Bruce B. &
Marguerite A.
Doring, Robert C. &. Ann M.
Dorsey, Patricia
Dougal, E.A. & S.W.
Draskaczy, Dr. Steven &
Kathleen L.
Driscoll, Timothy F. &
Irene L.
Dronin, Robert J.
Dubeau, Harold C. &
Roberta
Doe Land 600




100"Lot 3, Dev. C
Camp IP





Lot 264, Sheet 17HLD
Anderson Ld & Cp.
Carr Ld & Cp. PC
90" Frontage
Lots 240,241, HLS




































Lots 288, 289, HLS




Dubois, Eugene S, &
Jean A.
Duffy, Leo H. &
Thomas C.
Dugan, Norbert L. &Doris L
Duplissie, Harriet &
Clarence
Durand, Edward D. &
Doris A.
Dussault, Marion J. &.
Arthur A.
Duval, Charles
Eades, Dr. George R.
Eagan, Joseph T. &
Margaret M.
Early, Gertrude Et als
Edson, Mark Andrew
Edson, Philip L. &
Louise M.
Edwards & Shippe




Elliot, Robert C. &
Laurens, Samuel L.
Emmes, Gerald R. & Ina L.




Ewing, James D. & Ruth D.
Fadden, Richard
Fairfield, Alfred C. &
Louise R.
Farley, Ann Marie
Farmer, Vernon V. &
Delores A.
Farrell, George & Ena
Faulkner, H. Kimball
Faulkner, Dr. James M.





Wilson Land, E. of
Rt. 9
3 rm Cp. on Shedd





Lot 5 & Cot. GL
250° GL & Cottage
Ballou Cp. N of
GL Rd.
25° Granite Lake
100° HL Lemp. Ld.
Cottage
Sheldon Land














50'HL E Side 1800
Ld on D.B.& Camp 3540
170° Frongage
Kimball Land, 2000° 72000
Frontage HL
Island 800''Front.HL 12000
Harper & Whitney Dev. 2880




105° HL, Lot 32, 8600
P1S,& Cot. , HLS
Pt. of Dunn Ld. 2250
320° HL, Barker Cot. 17020
& Lot
325° GL & Bldgs. 53500
Piper Ld & Cp. near 6800
IP, Back Lot
Wellman Land
Lot 12A & Trailer,
Carr Ld, HL
Lot 12B, Carr Ld.HL
Lot 78,P2S, HLS
Back Lot
66° HL Lot 61
66° HL Lot 62 & A-
Frame Cp. on E.S.
2 Cot. on Andorda
Forest
Jefts Ld & Bldgs
Spaulding Place
Sugar Bush & House
Camp Cottage
Pratt Place
























































































































Ferner, DavicJ cSi Jane
Fidalee, Michael
Fielca, Robert H.
Fiondella, Alphonse J. &
Angelina A.
FioncJella, Angelina
Fisher, Herman & E.M.
Fisher, Roger W.
Fitzpatrick, Joseph J.
Flaherty, Francis E. &
Evelyn R.
Fleet, Norman L. &
Ross, Florence M.
Fletcher, Raymonci & Hazel
Flink, Helen H.





Farehanci, Janet D. &
Stephen D.
Forman, Mary
Forrest, Gerald R. &
Phyllis B.
Forsbald, Priscilla W.





Frances Sc Walter T.
Frazier, Howard S. &
Lenore C.




French, John W. &
Eleanor
Frost, Chester E.
Fuller, Barry & Joyce




Gagnon, Paul M. & Doris Y.
Galey, Anne K.
Gallant, Andrew Et Als.
Gallerani, Leslie L. &
Barbara P.
Charles Lot 2000
1 Cot. on Andora Ld. 24000
Lot 12,Carr Ld. ,Back 1200
Lot 281, P6S,HLS, Back 1800
Lot 233,P6S,HLS, 50» 1800
H.L.
Lot 92, Sheet 8 & 6800
Bldg. H.L.D.
Lot 1,U4,B2,NHLS 600
J^ J.L. Reed Land 600
100 » HL, Lot 2 & 8400
Cot. Scott St Stevens
Dodge Ld. & Shed 1100
Taylor & Green Ld. 1500
Part of Town Farm 5730
Part of Dunn Ld,Rt9 600
Lot 8, Range 15&16 3000
Lot 35, Sheet 3,HLD 2000
Lot 53, Sec.l,JLN 3700
103« H.L.
Lot 17 & Cot.Mur- 7760
dough Dev.lO'I.P.
Louise Davis PI. 1100
225 » Highland Lake 8100
125' Center Pond 4500
Geo. Bacon Lot, N.S. 300
H.L.
Lot 9 & Cot. Priest 9600
Land G.L.
100' H.L. & Cot, 9000
Lot e.Dev.J, IP 2000
Lot D & Chalet, Eva
Name Description and Value






Algimantas , & Emma




Grimes, Lloyd R. &
Beatrice
Grube, Mary E. Estate
Guerin, Helen & George
Gustafson, Clarence W.
Guttinger, Roger T.
Hagberg, Richard S. &
Elsie J.
Hahn, Charles Jr.
Hahn, Robert K. , Curtis C,
& Earl R.
Hahn, Robert K. &
Margaret C.
Hale, Robert P. &
Lorraine C.












Harris, David & Merle
Harris, Franklin J. &
Mildred M.
Harris, John &. Margaret
Harris, Marshall D.
Hastings, Charlotte
Hatch, James M. & Marie
Hathorn, Helen A.
Haven, Rand R.
Haven, Whitney, Baker &
Hawk
Hawes, Forrest & Dorothy
Hayes , Michael & Judith
Hazen, Kenneth W. &
Catherine S.
Corey Land
Lot 5,LSU & Camp
100° HL
Lot 39& Cp.WhitneyLd.6000
Lot 1,HLD, Sheet 2
Lot 202,P4S,HLS &
Camp, 50' H.L.





Lots lO&ll & Camp
Whitney Ld,210' HL
Lot 29, Whitney Ld.
Lots 192&193 & Cp.
P4S,HLS, 165' HL
Lots 30&31 & Camp
P1S,HLS,100' HL
100" I. P. & Camp
1800





Healy, Herbert C. &
Sheila E.
Healy, Nicholas J. Jr.




Hilchey, Joseph H. &
Georgiana R.
Hildreth, Lewis & Alice
Hildreth, William L.
Hills, Walter G. Estate
Hilton, Kenneth, Jr. &
O'Hara, Edna
Hoagland, John L. & Gail
Hodgdon, R. E. , Trust
Holmes, Constance M.
Holmes, Emma L.





Hoskins, Harold H. &
Marion M.
Houghton, Jerome & S.A.






Hulslander, Robert J. &
Barbara A.
Button, Richard S. &
Jean B.
Hutton & Krasinski
Hyde, Charles E. , Sr. &
Clara M.






Whitney L & Camp




Jarvi s , S tephen
Jaser, Dolores P.
Jaser , Jasper J.
Jaworski , Joseph
Jean, Herbert W. &
Eleanor R.
Jefts, Warren K.
Jenks , Esther W.
Jennison, Madalyn
Jernbert, Ralph I, cSi
Joyce C.
Jerome, Richard W. , Jr,
Johnson, D.A.
Johnson, Donald R. &
Joan F.
Johnson, Francis D. &
Gwendolyn
Johnson, John P. Etals.
Johnson, Lt. Mark R. St
Patricia A.
Johnson, Lester M. Heirs
Johnson, Patricia A.
Johnson, Stuart E.
Jones, G. T. & B, T.






Katz, Elliot & Adrienne
Kats, Bernard & Ruth
Kaufman, Vice Admiral
Robert Y & Lucille W.
Kausel, Theodore C. &
Ethel V.
Kavalauskas, Vitold J. &
Emma M.
Kavajian, Andrew & Mary
Keene Y.M.C.A.
Kent, Charles
Kent, Gordon T. &
Brendalee
Kerber, Evelyn E.
Kerber, Paul F. &
Evelyn E.
Kerr, Malcom J. &
Katherine M.
100* HL & Cot.CarrL. 9600
Lots 23&24,100» HL 3600
200« HL & Cp. Lots 19700
21 & 22
Lot 88, P2S,HLS 1800
63» HL & Camp 8550
Whitney Land
1/3 Hutchinson L & 2460
Camp 58' DB 700
250' IP, Lot 8 13200
Dev. J & Camp
90" HL, Lot 27 3240
Lots 3&5, HL, JLN 3600
275' HL, Cutter L. 17400
and Cottage
100" HL Landing 2000
100' IP, Dev. B & 12600
Camp & Shed
h Lot 1, PIS, HLS 900
Lot 94, P2S,HLS 1500
50" HL, Lot 49, 1800
PIS, HLS
Keim Land (Back) 750
Lots 8&9, B7,U2 1200
NHLS , Back Lots
Norwood Land, (Back) 850
Wicks L, Rt. 123 750
near Bridge
h Lot 8,& Cot. 8400
GL, Priest Land
25" HL, % Lot 1 & 5700
Camp, HLS
250" Is.&Cot,HL 8550
Lot 146, Sheet 15, 2000
HLD (Back Lot)
146" IP. Dev L & 11260
Cottage
Lot 21 & Cp. , HLS 6600
Lots 22&23, 100" HL 3600
Lot 1,B3,U2,NHLS 600
Lots 271 thru 274, 7200
P6S Rev. HLS
Lots 221 thru 224, 14400
P6S, Trailer HLS




200" HL & Cp & Shed 14400
Carr Land
Lot 351,S2,B5, JLN
Lot 13, Dev L. IP
Bicknell Pasture
Part of Town Farm
Lot 1 18, L"body
485" on IP & Bldgs
125" IP & Cottage
Barnes Place
LeRoux P. & Bl/swp
D.Fisher L & swp
Sch.Hse Lt & swp












Keys, Clyde & June C.
Kiessling, Edward P. &
Elissa M.
Kieless, Attallah A. &
Helen B.
Kiley, Catherine H.
Kimball, Stanley & Myrna









Klebanoff, Howard M. £
Sandra H.
Knighr, Helen E.




Koski, Edwin A. &
Millicent
Kristianson, Richard P. &
Lois V.
Kumpu, Walter R. &.
Marjorie J.
Kupson, Edward &. Beverly
LaClair, Alice & Clayton
Laflamme, Roger E. &
Claire T.
LaFrenier, Dennis J. &
Mary Ann
Lajoie, Bernard J. &
Angela
Lamy, Maurice & Jane
Lancey, Edward A. &
Mabel L,
Lang, John M. &. Rita
Langille, Edward D. &
Hazel D.
Larson, Carl A, &
Mabel F.
151" DB & Cot.
HL, Lots 194 &





Lot 64 & Cot., 6600
H.L.
Lot 18, 100" HL & 9000
Cot. , Carr Ld
Lot 6 & Bldg. Mur- 5000
dough Ld. , 265" IP
113' HL,Lot l&Cp. 14560
Lot 95, Sheet 8, 2000
HLD (Back Lot)
430" GL & Cot. 49700
Tennis Court 8000
135 » Gran. Lake 12150
90" Granite Lake 8100
1500" C P. Rich- 12000
ardson Ld.
Mclntire L,210"GL 21100
3 Back Lots, GL 1800
Ld. E.Shedd HI Rd. 1200
200" HL & House 28200
120' HL,Lot 7A Cp. 11820
&. Gar. Carr Ld.
Lot A & Camp HL 20000
Lot B & Camp (BL) 14000
100" HL & Bath Hs. 4100
Eva Lane
Foster Land 300
Lots 11, 12, 13, Range 3420
2, J. Davis PI.
Hale Place 390
Building 3000
200" HL & Cp Lot 3 16200
Merriwoode
Lot 316,B5,Sec2 Jen 2000
Lot 30, Sheet 4 4000
Lot 25A, Sheet 7
Lots 5A,5B,6B & Cp. 11000
340" PC, Carr Ld.
Lot 100P2S & Lot 55, 6000
HLS & Cp, 50" HL
Lots 58&59,P1S,160"HL5760
123" IP Lot 2(Bull) 4430
Pratt Cot. & Land 8000
Lot 18,B4,U1,NHLS 600
Lary, Edmund C.
Lot 242, HLD (Back
Lot)





Lots 242,243 & Cp.
HLS, 100" HL




Home P. off Shedd
Hill Rd.
Lot W.S. Shedd HI Rd






































































Lavoie, Mrs. Roland B.
Lawton, Harry G. &
Elizabeth M.
Ledwith, Roswell B. &
Dorothy E.
Lehtinen, Edward &. Mary
Ledgwood Prop. Inc.
Lehrman, Henry J. & Mary
Leinweber, Richard &
Maureen
Lent, Dale & Richard
Leonard, Edward B. &
Eleanor M.
Leotta, Louis & Marlene
Lessard, Aime
Lessard, G.L.
Leyden, Marion & Donald
Lifrieri, Dario O. & Rita
L'Heureux, Dr. Roland
Lindquist, Donald B.
Lipinski, Boguslaw Dr. &
Isabella
Lowe, John L. & Virginia
Lowe, Margaret E.
Ludwig, Lee F.
Lunt, Jerry W. & Dorothy
Lyman, W.H.
Lynch, A.E. Jr. & Frances
Lavoie, Elaine
MacAllister, Philip C. &
Patricia A.
MacDonald, E.J. & I.M.
MacDonald, William W.
MacKintosh, Donald S. &
Dona P.
MacKinnon, Richard
McNeish, Cleo J. & Marion
McCarry, Joseph & Elsa
McLean, John C. Jr. &
Betty W.
McQueston, Frank S. &
Marion E.
MacDonald, George L. &
Green Ld &. Cot.
L&B, G.L. Lot 1
Priest Land
1/3 CNeil Land
Lot 1 & Cot. , 200"
HoL., P.C
Lot 2, 901 HL




Dodge Land & Camp
Lot 14, HLS, BLot
Lot 89,P2S,HLS & Cp.
Lot 35, PIS & Cot.
HLS, 60" HoL.
Wilson Ld & Cp.
Lot 3A & Cp,Murdough
Dev. IP, Back Lot
Lot 3&Cot.Murdough







J. R. Reed Land
Anderson Land
Lots 4&5,B2,U2,NHLS
ISO" GL & Cot.
Lots 83,84,P2S &Cp.
HLS, Back Lots
Lot 46, Sheet 7,HLD
Lots 93, 94, Sheet 8
HLD
Lot 259A,Sheetl7,HLD
Anderson Ld & Hse.
112 "IP & Cottage
Lots 47,48 & Cp.HLS
100" HoLo
250 "HL & Cottage
Whitney Land
Turtle Rock Rd
Lot 38, Sheet 3, SDC
7200






Madore, Norman W. &
Alice D.
Magnani, George R. & Paula
Magro, Frank & Elizabeth
Mahoney, Mrs. John
Maillet, Charles J. &
Marilyn E.
Mammone, Vincent Etals.
Mann, Arthur J. &. Pearl V.
Marcinuk, Adam & Rose
Marashlian, Zohrab B.









Mason, Robert W. &
Barbara J.
Matson, William N. &
Margaret M.
May, Ruth A.
Mears, Fred H.B.Jr. &
Violet




Mellish, Eugene & Nancy
Mercer, Jack B. & Olive
Merriwoode Village Inc.
Meyer, Michael F. & Mary
Miles, Morey C. &
Geraldine M.
Miller, Anne
Millers, Jesse & Claire
Miller, Leroy M.
Miller, William J. &
Joyce G.
Millir, William & Dora
Miner, Norma J.
Miney, Frank R. & Anita
50 • on Lake
150» C.Po&Cot. 12000
Mobile Home 900
Lots 12&13 & Cp. 12500
Carr Land, HL
Lot 145, Sheet 15 SDC 2000
Lot 16, & Cp.70« HL 9120
Lot 73,S3,B2,HL 2000
Lots 1&36,B6,U1,NHLS 1200
Lot 9, Sheet 4&Cot. 17000
HLD, Back Lot
Lotsl&2,B7,U2,NHLS 1200
120» D„B. & Camp 3000
Lot 36&Cot. ,P1S,HLS 6740
54" H.L.
Lot 117,P2s,H.LoS. 1500




Log Cabin & Land 35 300
E. of H.Lo
Holmes Lot & Cot. 6500




154° HL Lot 20 & ptoll500
Lot 21 and Camp




112» HL. Lots 2 11230
and Camp
Lot 2,B4,U2,NHLS 600
Lot 39,^heet 3, HLD 2000
Storey Land & Cp. 6900
Whitney Ld & Cp. 4500
King St.
Lots 15&16 & Cp. 8190
IP, Tool Shed 166' swamp
160° GL & Cottage 21600
Carr Is.& Cottage 26700
1500° & Trailer 300
10° HL, Maria, EoSideHL 560
1800 » Frontage HL 143800
and Camps
50° HL, Carr Land 1800
Lot 9,100" HL & Cp. 9300
131° IP, Lot 3,Dev.D 4700
Bailey Land 300
Ld &. Cot., 600° IP 11400
Island




Lots 246, 247, Sheetl4, 4000
15, HLD, Back Lots
Whitney Ld & Cp. 3200
Priest Ld on Brook 4200
near G.L.




















































































Minkionen, Mrs. Sonia &
Orton, Sheila
Moe, William W. & Ruth H.
Montineri, Paul & Sonia L.
Moore, James C.
Morton, Robert W. & Marian
Mountford, Robert W. , Heirs
Mouret, Eulis & Stella
Murdock , E . Inc o
Murdough, Art G. &
Donna L.
Murdough, E.P. & R.A.
Murray, Gerald F. & C.
Myles, Jack C. &
Margaret J.
Martin, Joseph & Janet
Nair, Robert
Nash, H.Merton & Susan M.




Newell, Ralph Wo &
Margaret M.
Nichols, Cecil L. & Uldene
Nichols, Herbert B. &
Jessie M.
Nicholas, Joseph T. &
Claudette D.
Nichols, Mildred J.
Noble &. Greenough School
Norcorss, Arthur C.
Norwood, Stephen B. &
Jeanne A.
Oahman, Thure S.
O'Brien, Maurice E. , Jr,
Oja, Waino
O'Keefe, Leonard J. &
Betty A.





O'Malley, Caroline V. &
Robert M.
O'Neil, Anthony J. &
Mary V.











Whitney Ld & Cp
near Lake
Whitney Land
Lot 3,Dev K & Cp.
100" IP
Lot B8, HL Jennison
Russell Plan




& Cot. ,140° HL
Todd Place
Lot & Cp.,Shedd Ld.
Pt.Lots 1&2, Range 14 300










143« HL,Lot 3 W.side 5150
Shedd Hill Rd
90» HL,Lot 21,LSU 3240
130" HL,Lot 2 & Cot. 15130
143" HL,Lot 4,HLA 5150
Whitney Ld & Camp 5000
Lot 275,Sheetl3,HLD 2000
100" HL & Camp 6600
Lots 11,13,B4,U1,NHLS1200
260" HL & 2 Cotts. 30300
Back Land, H.L„ 600
60" DB Ld & Bldgs, 5520
200" HL, Lots 1,2& 10200
Home, Freedman Dev.
Dunn Ld & Cp. 5600
1100" on Robb Resv.
Tolman Meadow
Goodhye Land
Priest Ld on Brook
Rt. 9
Lot 3, Sweeney Ld.
(Norwood)





100" Anderson Ld &
Cottage
100' D.B. & Camp
Lots 275,276,277,
278,P6S,Rev. HLS
Reed Ld & Cot. , IP
150" Island Pond
50" HL, Lot 10, PIS
HLS














Orson, Dennis K. &.
Sandra D.
Osborn, John F. Jr. &
Cathleen S.
Oscarson, Bertil C. &
Harriet B,
Osgood, Emily E.




Palin, Wilfred J. &
Betty M.
Panella, Francis J. &
Alice A.
Patina, Rosario
Parda, Joseph A. &
William A.
Parker, Carl H. &
Harriet G.
Parker, James E.
Patnode, J. A. & D.A.
Paton, H.R. & J.J.F.
Paton, Harold F.
Paulson, Donna Ro
Pearson, Harry & M.




Perreault, A^W. & J„E.
Perron, Robert F. &
Suzanne F.
Perry, E. Ronald
Perry, Walter D. &
Elizabeth R.
Pessink Joseph & Rose
Pfundstein, George A,
Peterson, Alfred CL.M. 5
Peterson, Carole A.
Peterson, Jacob Jr.
Phalon, Robert W. &
Phyllis G.
Phillips, Clayton B. &
Cynthia D. , Etals
Phillips, John N. &
Harriet
Phillips, Lillian M.
Phillips, William D. &
Cathy



















Lot 112, Sheet 6,HLD 2000
50» HL, Cottage, Mill6600
Village
Lot 6,S2 & Cp. , 7800
Jen. King St.
Lots 252, 253, Sheet 4000
16, HoLoD.
Back Land Whitney 3600
130 » IP, Lot 3 Dev. 4680
M. Price
Osgood PI. & Bldgs. 5400
138» IP, Lot 6, Dev. 11550
d & Camp, Price
Whitney Ld, King St. 1800
120" Dead Brook 1400
50" HL, Lot 26, 6600
PIS, HLS & Camp





100" HL, Lot 801, 3600
P4S, HLS
Lot 16 & Cp. IP 7610
156' swamp, Murdough Dev.
70" GL,Lot & Cot. 15300
Cot. & Lot near IP 8900
Lot 12, Dev J. ,IP 1800
Lot 15,S3&Cp.,HL 10700
100" HL,Lot9 &. Cp. 11100
Carr Lane
50" HL,Lot 218, P6S
HLS, Home
186" HL, Lot 31, SI,
and Camp, Jen.
Anderson Ld & Cp.
,
DB 100 "-50" swamp
50" HL,Lot 63, PIS
HLS & Cottage
50" HL, Lot 43, PIS, 7200
HLS & Camp
5/12 Dodge Ld & Cp
Lot 85, Sheet 3,HLD
& Cottage
Lot 87, Sheet 5,HLD
Lot 2,B3,U2,NHLS
95 » HL,Lot 3 & part
Lot 11 & Cot. PC
Whipple Ld, Housed
Shed
100" HL,Lot 5 & Cp
Freedman Dev.
Shippie Land
100" HL, Lot 4, Cp.
& Bldgs. Freedman Dev.
100" IP, Lot 3, Dev. 10800
L. & Camp
100" IP, Lot 6, Dev.
L. & Cottage
50' HL, Lot 203, P4S
HLS & Cottage
Lot 1,& Pt Lot 2,HL 14160 1.6
Bldg. 260'




























































































Pike, Richard S. &
Pineo, Leon O. Jr. &
Priscilla S.
Pinet, Raymond
Plaut, N.M. & M.H.




Poole, George W. &
Beverly J.
Porter, George L. Heirs
Pratt, HoE. & D.E.
Pray, Elsie E. & R. ChesterWhitney Land & Camp
Griffiths Land 360
Lot 101,P2S,HLS &Cp. 8300
Lot 102, HLS 1800
1/4 Camp &. Ld. IP 1400
1/4 Camp Sc Ld. IP 1400
Lot Holmes Land 1800
Lots 54, 55, S3, HL, Jen. 3600
Lot 13,Dev J. IP 1200
Lot 22 & Cp, Murdough7450
Dev. IP, 15 3" swamp
175' GL & Bldgs. 27750
100" HL, Lots 238, 9000
239,P6S,HLS & Camp
Lot 285, P14, HLS
Lots 3,4 & Cp. Wside
120" HL Stone Dev.
200» HL, Lots 227,
228, 229, 230, P6S.
Rev. HLS & Camp
185" HL & Cottage,
Mill Village














, & Marie C.
& Barbara L.
Priest, D.E. & KoC.
Prime, Albert Eo




Purdy, Robert J, &
Florence A.








Reed, George E. Heirs
Reed, Raymond E.
Reed, Wilmer C. Heirs
2520
Redman, C. Dana &
55" HL,Lot 804, P14
HLS
Bull Land 11200
285" IP, Lot l,DevA 10260
110" IP, Lot 2,DevA 3960
30" IP, Lot 6A,DevA 1080
Lot 6, Dev A, Back Lot 1000
Lot 2A, DevC
Lot 2B, Dev C
400" HL, Ld & Cot.
Tuttle Ld,C.P. Rdo
Lot 2,B1,U1,NHLS
100" HL,Lot2,4 & Cp.
PIS, HLS
50" HL,Lot 66 &
Bldgs. PIS, HLS
28" HL,Lot 16, Pis
HLS
56" HL, Lot 15 & Cp.
PIS, HLS
70" HL, Lot 71, PIS
HLS
Transmission Lines 160300
265" IP, Lot 9 & Cot. 17680
94 » IP, Lot 10
Lots 13,14,DevA,IP 3600
Back Lots
Lot 282, Sheet 13,HLD11300
& Camp, Back Lot
85" GL & Cottage 37650
100"HL,Cot.&Shed 10600
Ld & Cp, Nelson- 800
Stoddard Line
Pt. Colby Past,Cp. 3800
and other land
Read Ld. on Rt 9 2240
Woodland 450
Hope Ld. Rt 9 & 2450
Trailer 3000
Home Place 12000
H.W. Reed Land 4800
R.J. Brown Land 900

































































Gertrude R. & Marleen
Reilly, Lucille
Reilly, James K.
Reinap, Harry & Doris A.
Reininger, George W. &
Mary M.
Remillared, Francis P. &
Heather A.
Renzi, Julio R. &
Jeanne C.





Rioux, William Jo &
Grace





Roach, J.E. & EoC.
Robbins, Hamlin M. &
Doris H.
Roberts, Peter R. & Mary
Roberts, Emma M.
Robertson, Major Peter &
Lois





Robinson, Leo F. &
Gladys M.
Roentsch, Elmer M. &
Mary C.
Roentsch, E. George &
Myrtis Rae
Rohloff , Arthur & Inez
Ronan, John & Arlene
Rose, William T. &
Patricia A.




Rowan, Melvyn & Arlene
Rowehl, Edwin F. &
Virginia
Rowell, C.A. & E.R.
Roy, Roger G.
Royea, Theodore E. &
Mary B.
HL, S3, Jen
50» GL, Land & 15000
House
Lot 15,B4,U3 & Cp. 3000
NHLS, Back Lot




100° IP, Lot 2, 3600
Dev. B
Lot llA, Sheet 2,HLD 2000




Schultz Land & 4000
Trailer 200
Lot 6 & Cot.,GL, 12000
Covewood & Back Lot
1 Boat 380
557« GL & Cottage 72130
Part of James Ld. 600
Ld. N. of G.L. Rd. 2400
194 » Island Pond 6980
200» HL, Lots 1,2, 14400
Jen. & Cottage
50° HL,Lot 13, PIS, 7800
HLS & Cottage
150° HL, Lots 10,11,12600
LSU & Cottage
Hold Ld. ,McClure Cnr.1200
Lots 20,21,B5,U1,NHLS1200
Wadwell Pasture 1290
Lot 8, Range 15 450
J^ Lot 2 & Cot. 8400
GL, Priest Land
Lot 22, Sheet &,HLD 2000
Whitney Ld & Cp. 5000
King St.
Lot l,S2,Carr Ld. 1800
(Lightbody
)
65° HL, Griffin Cot. 25740
93° HL, Lots 1,2, W. 10850
side & Camp
1 Boat 360
50° HL,Rice Ld&Cp. 4800
Lot 233, Sheet 11, 15200
HLD, A-Frame House
Lot 251, Sheet 14, HLD 2000
50° HL, Lot 67, PIS, 6600
HLS & Camp
Lot 28, Dodge Land 3750
Lot 9,B7,U1,NHLS 600
160° HL, Stetson Ldc 11760
and Camp
32 « GL & Camp 12960
273' IP,Lotl,DevB 15960
Price & Cottage
Carr Ld & Cot. 9800
HL B Lot
100
Name Description and Value
Russ, Alfred M. &
Francis M.
Rumrill, Robert Rodney
Russ, Robert W. & Pamela
Safford, Ann B.
Sagehorn, Herbert F.
Saitas, Alexander J. &
Anne N.
Salas, Heriberto & Tomana
Sanders, Helen W.
Santonoceto, Philip F.
Sargent, George R. &
Mildred
Sargent, Wesley A, &
Veronica G.
Sawyer, Geraldine S. &
Spoor, Lucinda Gray
Schelleus, Edward J. &
Theresa A.
Scherer, Walton S. &
Marjorie M.
Schmidt, Albert P.
Schmidt, A. P. &
Maury , D . R
.




Seaman, Robert F. &
Selines, Felix E. &
Natalie B.
Semsel, Mary E.
Setzer, Wilfred A. &
Carole E.
Severance, Alfred T. &
Edwards, Orville A.
Severance, M. Renwick
Shank, Curtis C. &
Theresa
Shattuck, Gilman C. &
Sieglinde
Shea, Fannie
Sheltry, Philip & Pauline
Shepard, G.W. & Effie G.
Siegal, Jeff & Eileen
Silk, Emma & John W.Jr.
Silver ia, Herbert & Elsie
Silvia, Anthony
Sima Drilling Co.
Simmons, Robert B. &
Mary E.
Simpson, Jane R.




190' HL, Lots 19,20,
LSU,E. of Whitney
90 » IP, Lot 14A,Ld&
Bldgs.
Lot 13A,Carr Ld &
Camp, HL
Lot B1,HL Russell P]
Lots 49, 50, 51, S3 &
Cottage HL
Lot 48, Sheet?, HLD
Lot 9A St Cp,170"HL
Cottage HL, 350 »HL
150° HL, Lots 7,8,
9,P1S,HLS & Camp
Camp & Lot, IP
100 » HL &. Cot. ,Lot4
Whitney Ld, Lot 58
200 » GL & Cottage
Lot 17. Jen. H.L.
Lot 6, S3 & Cot. ,HL
Jen. B Lot
Lot 84, Sheet 5,HLD 2000
B Lot
200» HL,Lot 115B,HLD 7200





305" HL, Lot 115A
Sheet 6,HLD
Bull Ld & Cot. 50 'IP
250" Island
Lot 4 3, Sheet 5 , SDC
100" HL & Camp,
Whitney Land




P . S . Land&Housew/
cellar, Baily Brk Rd.
Nellie Stuart Ld.
60" GL,Lot & Cot.
Anderson Land
405 " HL & Camp
Lot 49, Sheet 7 , SDC
& Camp w/cellar




54' HL,Lot 39, PIS,
HLS, Camp & Bldg.
Lot 7 & Cot IP, 5401
Murdough Dev.
101





Sirois, John & Lucia
Sisk, Michael D. &.
Virginia A.
Skotny, Frank & Sylvia
Slavik, Frank & Evelyn
Small, Abraham &. Alice
Small,







Stoye, Joseph & Patricia
Stone, Frederick G. &.
Maude M.
Strong, Allie B.






Swett, Perley E. Heirs
Swart, Henk & Thainy
Syrjala, Arthur K. &
Ruth H.
Szczurko, Daniel J. &
Marguerite




Taylor, Timothy H. &
Eugenia
Terrill, Whitman H. , Jr.
and Eva S.
Theros, Arthur G. &
Bessie G.
Theulen, Glenn H. &
Sharon R.
Tiffany, Benjamin C. &
Elizabeth F.







1 Modular Home 9300
1 db.Wide M.H. 8700
1 tennis Court 12000
Lot 14, Sheet 2 2000
Bath House 3600
Swimming Pool 7200
Shedd Ld. , E of Rd.& 6000
Bldg.
100 » IP, Dev A & 9600
Cottage Lot 2
Lot 28,B3,U2,NHLS 600
141» HL & Cp.,E side 9880
Lots 213,214,P4S, 9000
HLS & Camp
54« HL, Lot 40, PIS, 6740
HLS & Camp
180" HL, Lots 5,6, 6400
Harper & Whitney Ld.
129" Swamp IP, Lot 5540
23,& Cp, Murdough Dev„
Lot 24, IP,Murdough 1800
Dev.
Lot 3,B5,U2,NHLS










Ld.N of Taylor Pond
Lot 8, r.ll
Harton Lot







Lot 9 &. Cot.l00»PC
Lot 94,P2S,HLS
Lot 95, & Camp, HLS
Lot 11,B5,U1,NHLS
150 » HL & Camp
Richardson Land
100" GL, Sanderson 18900
Cottage



























Traxell, Col. Raymond A,
and Claire M.
Truesdell, Miriam C.
Tuepker, Mitchel R. &
Barbara J.
Tufano, Orlando J. &
Dorothy R.
Turner, Charles B. &
Carol E.
Turner, Michael L. &
Salvige
Tuthill, John & Nora
Tuttle, G.T. & N.G.
Twing, Elmer Lo &
Elizabeth
Vallerie, Leroy L.
Vallerie, Leroy L. &
Margaret F.
Van Home, Gladys H.
Van Maiden, John C„ &
Carol S.
Vaughn, Edgar Jr.
Vaughn, Edgar L. &
Kathryn M.
Vetog, Edwin J. &
Elizabeth A.
Vezeau, Robert
Vezina, Roger Lo &
Marie L.




Walker, Edwin M.Jr. &
Helen M.
Walker , Norma Verhey
Walston, Raymond R. &
Donna M.
Wallace, Ronald A. &
Virginia
Taylor Ld & Cp.





Ward, Charles E.Jr. &
N. Theresa
Warne, William E. &
Barbara
Warren, Kathryn
Wasel, Robert & Joan
Washuta, John & Rosemary
Wass, Dorothy & Dr.
Philmore
Watson, Earl W. &
Pauline N.
Watt, Charles R.
Webster, Robert & Joanne
Weeks, Elizabeth A. &
Jennifer L. & Julia A.
Weems, Gerald L. &.
Marjorie M.
Weems, G.L. &. M.M. &
Mack, Wm.L & Mary
Wegiel, M.S. & H.W.
Weinberg, Philip & Mary
Weiswasser, Robert & Lois
Welch, Mrs, Edna F. &
Hopkins , Fred W.








Wheeler, John L. & Paula







White, Quentin & Rita
Whiting, Evans K. &
Cynthia G.
Whitney Beach Assoc.
Whitney, Donald A. &
Donald Jr.
'Jhitney, H.E.Jr. &M. A.
Vhitney, Wayne & E.G.
100' HL,Lot W.side 3600
of Lake
Back Lot E.side 550
105' IP,Cottage&Lot




150' GL & Cottage
Ld. N.of GL Rd.









125" HL,Lots 244, 9000
245, P6S & Camp
Lots 7,8,B2,U2,NHLS 1200
Morse Place 38180
Pierce Land (Swett) 750
Lot 94,S3,B2,HL.Jen. 2400
12780







Wichland, William J. Jr.&
Edna H.
Wierenga, Bruce
Wilder, Alden E. &
Elizabeth
Wilder, Clinton J. & M.G.
Wilder, Donald W.









Wilson, Henry C. , Jr,
Wilson, Pheroba
Wirkus, Rev. Paul A.
Wohlander, Roy A. &.
Elaine N.
Wood, Donald E. Sr.
Woods, Donald L. &
Tessie D.
Woodbury, John H.III &
Marion T.
Woodcock, James R. &
Corrine M.
Woolsey, William W. Heirs
Worth, John W. & JoAnn
Wright, Helen A.









100' HL & Cottage
Land West l.P.
50 'GL Ld & Cottage
154' HL,Lot 15&
Camp, LSU
50' HL,Lot 70, PIS,
& Camp HLS
100' IP, Lot l,DevI
& Cottage
Lot 14 &. Cot. , GL
Priest Ld.lOO' Bk.
Lot 211, Sheet 15,
HLD, B Lot

















Zabel, Henry & Marion R.
Zani, John J. & Evelyn I.
Zausmer. Otto & Elizabeth
Zinn, F. & E.
Zuckerman, Bernard & Doris
Zvendt, Joan E. , Carol M.
and Ted T.
Zunser, Joseph & Gladys
132« IP, Lot 12,







